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Vale
David Larwill

Many in Somers knew David Larwill to say ‘good morning’
and exchange a smile while crossing the road to or from the
Post Office. David in his paint-smudged jeans would always
return an engaging smile.
Most also knew he was a successful painter and that with his
generous donations and loyal followers had made a significant
contribution to the success of the primary school’s annual
art fair.
David, his work, generosity and larrikin approach to life
have been reported in the media both locally and further
afield since his death in June. We wished to honour our local
identity in a manner that was appropriate but felt we could not
improve on some of the wonderful tributes already written so
have chosen to print an edited selection that we feel covers the
way in which David Larwill lived in our community quietly –
imparting an infectious good nature.
A range of papers looked at different aspects of this downto-earth, generous man:
Gina McColl in The Age on 20 June described the local
everyman as the “larrikin artist who took modern art and made
it roar”, making reference to David’s involvement as one of
the founding members of the highly regarded and rebellious
Roar Studios of the early 1980s.
“‘Roar was fairly radical ... a group of anti-intellectual
expressionist painters that became a focal point against the
conceptualism [prevalent] at the time,” said art critic and
commentator Ashley Crawford, who had known Larwill for
30 years.
“‘Dogs and beer were always welcome – it was the opposite
of the art world then.’
“Larwill’s paintings were raucous, raw and primitivist,
combining naive figures, crude patterns and detail in thick
black lines and hectic colours.”
Writing in 1992, The Age’s then art critic, Christopher
Heathcote, described them thus: “The Roar painters have
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been one of the very few vanguard groups to emerge in
Australian art in the late 20th century. Not since the 1960s
have Melburnians witnessed an attempt by a small band of
spirited younger artists to upset the complacent order of
the contemporary scene. And they were able to bring about
change not because of the art system, but in spite of it . . .
“Between1982 and1985 Roar Studios was the most creative
irritant that had disturbed the Melbourne art system for
years.”
Deborah Morris in the Frankston Leader on 1 July described
David in her headline as “generous by nature”, going on
to say:
“A highly regarded artist, Larwill’s work has been on show
at almost every major gallery and museum in Australia, as
well as numerous private and corporate collections here
and overseas.
“As well as donating paintings to raise money for causes
such as diabetes, child poverty and children’s medical research,
Larwill also supported local schools and charities.
“Somers Primary School’s acting principal, David Ingham,
said Larwill’s generosity was ‘huge’.
“‘For more than seven years, he generously donated
paintings and totem poles which we sold at auction,’ Mr
Ingham said.
“‘David’s artworks were a significant contributor to the
overall financial results at the Somers Arts Fair, with each
One of David’s large canvases at his New York exhibition in 2008.
piece fetching anywhere from $2000 to $6500.’
“Larwill was an early supporter of Clean Ocean
Foundation through its Hang 12 surfboard art exhibition/
This exhibition is called ‘Stuff that Matters’ –
auction fundraiser.
what’s the stuff that matters most to you?
“President Peter Smith said: ‘David was a top guy who
Achieving self satisfaction with what you do, and
really got behind Peninsula environmental issues and
through that being happy. Being reliable and honest
organisations like ours’.”
with your friends. Seeing the aspect of play in what
Freelance writer and friend Ashley Crawford wrote a
you do. And doing the right thing.
moving piece in the 5 July Westernport News describing David
Interview with Sian Prior, August 2001
as “artist, everyman, rambler”.
“David Larwill became one of the Peninsula’s favourite
sons. An avid sailor, he became known for his beach rambles type of character, equally at home in a bush pub and a
where he would pick up flotsam of the sea – everything millionaire’s mansion . . .
from discarded thongs to seashells – to create multi-textured
“Larwill was never one for rules . . . While most people
artworks.
in his condition would retire to hospital, Dave, who loved
“Although he became nationally and internationally the bush, wanted one more road trip to the desert outside
famous, he would always return to the seashore. He lived of Alice Springs.
in Somers for about 19 years and built a contemporary home
“Coercing his friend Ken McGregor into driving him,
that included a large studio.
he made it almost to Coober Pedy where he saw the night
“David’s funeral at Mt Martha . . . attracted more than stars, put his feet in the red sand, retired for the night and
1000 people, many of them flying in from around the country passed away.
to attend.
“. . . Larwill’s approach to his impending demise was
“There were celebrities and dignitaries and plumbers typical of his life. If there was an alternative to the norm
and roofers, academics, actors, rock musicians and fashion he took it.”
designers and bricklayers – an eclectic array of friends and
fans that summed up David’s universal appeal.
In December 2005 we published a profile of David Larwill and feel
“Both as a person and an artist he was an ‘everyman’ it appropriate to reprint it, slightly edited, here.
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David Larwill –
artist
Back in 2002 a number of us got
into our cars and drove over to the
Mornington Peninsula Art Gallery to
attend the opening of an exhibition of
David’s pictures. We all had a nodding
acquaintance with David and we knew
he was an artist but it must be said that
he was definitely not the sort of artist
given to shuffling about in a funny hat
and a paint-smeared smock. He just
looked like a happy-go-lucky sort of
bloke with a dog. However, we did know
that he was considered ‘successful’. He’d
been featured in the arts pages of the
national daily papers but none of us was
really familiar with his work.
The opening was, as it turned out,
quite a calendar event in the art world.
James Mollison was there and the
opening remarks were made by none
other than Betty Churcher (prominent
ex-director of the National Gallery in
Canberra and TV arts presenter). Betty
opened by saying: “David Larwill is an
artist that I have really had my eye on
for several decades”.
Leaving aside the fact that David
doesn’t look old enough to have been
around for several decades it was
fascinating to see that our man was held
in such high regard. That was, until you
looked around the gallery and what a
surprise. The walls were hung with huge
dramatic paintings. We were somewhat
lost for words but Betty Churcher soon
helped us out.
Betty had been relating remarks
made by John Olsen about the 40s-plus
crisis that can occur in an artist’s life.
Betty Churcher: “He [John Olsen]
said, at the age of forty, how many
artists find the lights go out when they
reach those first knots in their creative
lives. John Olsen calls it ‘Billabong time’
– billabong described as a disappointed
river. When you think about it, a
billabong isn’t going anywhere is it?

“Fortunately, David has never settled
into a billabong; his river of creativity is
bubbling up from a much more genuine
source, from deep somewhere within
his psyche and personality. That is what
makes his work so special because it
hasn’t been lifted from any international
art magazine. It is something very close
to his spirit.”
So there you go! At about this time
a local person who sleeps in the same
bed as your writer was game enough
to ask David if his paintings meant
anything. Smiling sweetly he said that
his paintings had no more meaning than
anything you might draw out of them
as a viewer. During our recent interview,
David said that some of his work has
been politically motivated, especially a
series which he contributed as part of
a campaign to stop the second Jabiluka
mine going ahead. Otherwise, he says,
his work, which would probably be called
expressionism, was for him an exercise
in colour and structure in figures. David
says that often his paintings reveal more
to him after he has finished them. He
can feel things to do with people and
family, things from his subconscious.
Certainly for our group circulating
around the exhibition, David’s paintings
seemed at times exhilarating, mysterious,
and even spooky to look into.
So where did all this creativity come
from? David says that he had a terrific
childhood in a bush setting near Ballarat.
He has two brothers and a sister and
David and his sister Sarah showed early
signs of being artistically creative. When
he was 12, David’s mother arranged
for him to take private painting lessons.
David’s focus on art never really
wavered from those childhood days.
Into adulthood he struggled on for 15
years (as artists do) but eventually he
started breaking through. Recognition
is what all artists strive for, and it can be
extremely useful if you are recognised
by someone like James Mollison.
Betty Churcher: “It’s wonderful
to see James Mollison here because .
. . one of the many things he’s done
for Australian art . . . is to encourage

young artists. He was one of the first
supporters of the ‘Roar’ group [of
which David was a prominent member]
set up in 1982. Many of the Roar artists
are here today. They were a young
group of fresh, vigorous artists who
wanted to move outside the system –
about galleries and exhibitions and art
dealers and all of that – and do their
own thing and in their own space and
they did it magnificently and James
supported it and bought from them.
He commissioned eight large murals
from the Roar artists for the National
Gallery when he was Director there and
they were amazing, bouncing energy
off the wall . . . David is now a wellrespected member of the Australian art
world without ever falling prey to the
desire to be trendy . . .
“I want to congratulate [him] on his
sustained energy and the commitment
that makes Australian art so invigorating.”
David may not want to be trendy but
his work has certainly been bought by
many leading art bodies. These include
the British Museum, the National
Gallery of Australia, the National
Gallery of Victoria and the Queensland
Art Gallery. Private buyers include the
Holmes a Court Collection, Baillieu
Myer Collection, and the Australian
Football League.
Now, if there’s an art world where
artists congregate Somers would not
have immediately occurred to David.
Which raises the question, how come
David has settled here? The answer is
whimsically simple. He was looking
through the rental sections of the
classifieds looking for a house in
Richmond and there wasn’t one. So ‘S’
comes after ‘R’ for Richmond and this
led him to a house in ‘S’ for Somers. It
sounded good: ‘Historic cottage with
water frontage’. He came down to have
a look and signed the lease on the spot.
(Note: The house in South Sea Road
was subsequently moved to elsewhere
on the Peninsula to make way for the
new and very large building which is
on the site now.) The Somers air must
have been good for David because
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Somers, Riverstone
and gum trees

David, Fiona, son James and dog Bob on a rock outside the cube house.
his fortunes continued to improve to
a point where he decided to build his
own house. He bought some land that
was conveniently located next door to
architect Jose Alfano and his partner,
Christabel Wigley. David and Jose sat
down together and designed a house and
as construction proceeded it became
the talk of the town. David’s brief to
Jose had been that he wanted a floating
box with no angles more or less than
90 degrees with the aesthetics of a
farmyard Land Rover. Over time the
look of the house sort of grows on you
but once inside the whole thing starts to
make very good sense. The main space
is of course, the studio. This is a very
large room. Natural light is strategically
located over the working area and on
the day of the interview the entire wall
was covered with a sunny work of faces
and shapes and colours. This is a happy
painting and it seems to represent a
“I love dogs. They’re
uncompromising, you’re the
apple of their eye and I love that
quality. They’re great shapes too,
all those arms and legs, spikey
ears and whiskers and tails.”
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very happy time for the artist. Moving
into the living area of the house there
is another image on a couch. It’s of a
resting mother with child. These are real
people and they’re called Fiona (David’s
partner who is a textile designer), James,
their boy and there’s a dog called Bob
completing the picture.
The intuitive Mum who sent David
off to art lessons so long ago is still very
much alive. They recently celebrated
her 80th birthday in the garden outside
the house and she lives close by in
Balnarring.
It’s very hard to pick any difference
in David since things began to work
well for him. He loves and values his
family deeply, the house is great, he
has a car that works and he can open a
good bottle of red to share with Fiona
and their friends. David is a friendly,
engaging and non-threatening sort of
person. People gravitate towards him
and that’s how he likes it.
Barry Merton
With the birth of their second son Henry,
David and Fiona along with the boys and
Bob, moved to a larger Jose Alfarno house in
Somers, originally built for David’s brother
Sam and his family.
We wish Fiona, James and Henry well for
the future.

While the connection with Somers and
gum trees may appear obvious, you
may well ask where Riverstone features
in this anecdote. Riverstone (known
as ‘Rivo’ to the locals) is a suburb
50 kilometres west of Sydney. It has
a history of beef cattle and orchard
growing and remained a small town until
the turn of the century when ‘progress’
came and the housing boom encroached.
Despite this, there remains in Riverstone
a rustic cemetery surrounded by tall gum
trees. It was here I recently attended
a farewell service for my very good
friend’s husband – Paul Kelly. Paul was
a true environmentalist. The home
he shared with his wife Patricia and
son Mark at Hornsby overlooks the
Berowra Valley where majestic Blue
Gums and Turpentine trees rise from
the rich volcanic soil. At dawn the valley
echoes with the sound of kookaburras
while screeching sulphur-crested
cockatoos sweep through the rising
mist. Paul had a strong connection to
the bush below, home to the wildlife
which frequented the balcony of this
lovely home. This included Rainbow
Lorikeets and a possum that would drop
in for a banana in the evenings. His
family said Paul could literally talk to
the animals. It seemed fitting then that
he chose to be buried in the cemetery
at Riverstone surrounded by gums.
Paul’s family and friends gathered for
a simple and moving ceremony which
symbolised this unassuming man of
profound depth and simplicity. A young
man, Dan Christensen, with feeling and
spirit led the singing of the well-known
song ‘Home Among the Gum Trees’
composed by long-time Mornington
Peninsula resident Bob Brown. I have
invited Paul’s wife, Patricia when she
is ready, to spend some time with me
in my home among the gum trees here
at Somers.
Margaret Brauer
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Nautilus

on the Web

Don’t forget back issues
of the Nautilus are
available for viewing
at www.somers-nautilus.org.au

Extract from letter to Rod
Nuske:
Your Nautilus is an important link in
our community – combining synergy
and serendipity. Well done.
Yours sincerely,
Frank A. Lees, AM, MBE

Bike paths and roads
Tony Duboudin’s article ‘On your bike and
on your path’ in our last issue has provoked
a response from some of our readers, as we’d
hoped with our invitation to “members of
the ‘Lycra brigade’ to reply”. Just goes to
show how passionate bike riders are about
their sport!
Dear Editors,
Your comment that “members of
the ‘Lycra brigade’ are welcome to reply
to this article” gives us a sense of what
your thoughts on the matter are. This
is in reply to Tony Duboudin’s quite
biased and unreasonable piece in the
June–April Nautilus on cycling.
It’s fantastic that Somers has a “firstclass bicycle network”. I loved riding
on them with my parents when I was
younger, and they’re still great for riding
to Balnarring with friends (and they have
probably developed my love of cycling).
In the past couple of years (since I’ve
gone to high school) my cycling ability
and skills have increasingly developed.
I’m a mountain biker and racer, but I’ve
started road cycling more this year (and
road racing). The paths are no longer
adequate to get any improvement on my
fitness and if I want to move forward in
road cycling I need to move to the road,
South Beach and Tasman Roads being
some of the only safe roads to cycle
on near Somers due to the frequency
of speeding drivers and hoons in
their “Holdens and Fords” (but I’m
not suggesting everyone who drives a
Holden or Ford is a hoon).
I could sit at home on a wind
trainer indoors but the best thing about
cycling is being outside exercising in the
countryside under your own steam (not
using greenhouse gases).

I have experienced, on Sandy Point
Road, hoons driving as close as they can
to me just to annoy me. I wonder if they
are thinking “I hope I make this 14-yearold boy crash”. If you are reading this
please give riders a wide birth.
Cycling shouldn’t be seen only as a
nice activity to do with the grandchildren
on a Sunday afternoon, it could also be
seen as a way of transport that doesn’t
have an effect on the environment.
Somehow I feel put down being
categorised as a ‘grim-faced, teethgritted and sweaty-browed member of
the Lycra brigade’. Different people get
different things out of cycling.
Tony seems to be saying that we
should all be “low-intensity” riders like
him and give up any dreams of going
professional and the amazing rush of
adrenaline you get speeding down the
road.
Maybe it’s time to start a campaign
to improve roads and shoulders in
Somers, and have a designated bike
lane like the other side of the Peninsula,
Melbourne and most other progressive
communities. It seems Somers, Bittern,
Balnarring, Hastings etc. are behind with
“high-intensity” riders’ safety on our
roads.
Kind regards,
Daniel Gouthro-Dowling
Dear Editors,
I’m writing to let you know that my
son, Daniel Gouthro-Dowling has his
parents’ OK to send you a letter in
response to your recent article on the
use of our bike paths and to throw in
a few of my own thoughts that Dan’s
letter led me to.
I agree that our local bike paths are a
shining example of how to make an area
bike-friendly. For years, our family has
enjoyed cruising around them. Those
bike paths used to take us to Stony
Point, to the ferry over to Phillip Island
and we’d cruise around on their bike
paths. My son, Dan developed his love
of cycling and his skills on those paths.
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And I too have been struck by the
arrogance of some of the road cyclists
who don’t show the courtesy that most
drivers of a slow-moving vehicle would
show, moving over to let a faster vehicle
safely pass. I worry that that attitude will
affect the tolerance of drivers and make
the roads more dangerous for other
cyclists. And I’m not above making
a bit of fun of Lycra – I continue to
get a perverse delight from tucking my
pant leg into my sock (just one) before
heading out on a bike ride in my jeans
and jumper.
And for sure I’m not happy with the
culture of needing the latest high-tech
gear to do anything from bike riding to
snow sports to bush walking – things
that you used to just go out and do,
now you’ve got to get the proper gear
(preferably the right brand name), do
a course, join an organisation, maybe
get a personal trainer, subscribe to
the magazine. Somebody from my
generation is making a lot of money
out of that idea.
But the bike paths don’t go on
forever – and young people look for
new directions, new challenges – have
you ever tried to ride around to Point
Leo with your kids? Don’t.
During that brief period of time
when I no longer needed to wait for Dan
at the top of the hill (he hadn’t started
needing to wait for me), we had this great
idea of riding our bikes over to Sorrento,
getting the ferry over to Queenscliff
and riding around over there – bring a
tent and camp out for a few days. Once
we started riding on some of the roads,
feeling the traffic speed past, noticing
the lack of shoulder space, even for a
mountain bike, my wife and I decided
it was just too dangerous to take a kid
on those roads, even with one parent
riding in front and one behind in a crazy
attempt to deflect traffic. Anyway, Dan’s
left us for the mountain-bike trails – and
now he’s looking down the highway.
I’ve thought of encouraging him to make
friends with those kids who hang around
the parking lots in Hastings – at least he
wouldn’t be inconveniencing us on South
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Beach Road – or an even safer option
would be to get him a good cycling
game for the X-Box – but damn, it’s a
beautiful thing to watch him fly down
the road on the wings of his bicycle.
I hope Tony’s campaign to force
cyclists to use the bike paths doesn’t
involve speeding past them at close
quarters yelling “Get off the &%$@
ing road” – that one’s already underway
and doesn’t need any more support.
Maybe it’s time to start a campaign to
get bike lanes and safe shoulders on
our roads like on the other side of the
Peninsula and in Melbourne and other
progressive communities; after all,
families continue to grow and develop
and eventually kids leave their parents
behind. Let’s not lose sight of our kids
as they become teenagers and young
adults – we’re the ones that started them
on the bike paths in the first place.
John Gouthro                          

Thanks
Dear Rod,
Thanks for sending it to me. Lucky
Somersites, to have such a civilised
paper.
All the best to you and the team.
Ken Inglis
Dear Editors,
What a great local paper the Nautilus has
now become. It gets better and better
with every issue. Congratulations to all
of you on the editorial committee.
Cheers,
Anne Kotzman

SGS granted
liquor licence
Somers General Store & Café
has been granted a liquor licence
and is now able to serve local
wines and beers with meals.

Apology to
Val and John Stevens

In our last issue in the article on Dame
Nellie Melba at Cerberus, I described Val
Stevens (once the baby who cried at Melba’s
Cerberus concert) as a widow. How wrong
I was, as can be seen in this photo where
husband John is more than well enough
to enjoy an afternoon cup of tea. Humble
apologies to Val and John from Rod Nuske.

A donkey
of a horse
The stockman fell from his horse
Broke his leg going helter skelter
His horse lifted him up by its teeth
And carried him to shelter
The horse then went to find a doctor
It was an astounding feat
The town’s main topic of
conversation
When folk met in the street
The horse is a bloody wonder
The smartest I’ve heard of yet
But I think it more of a donkey
It only brought the vet!
Len Sixsmith

Tennis Club
news

On the Southseas Foreshore

Teams win premierships
Somers Tennis Club’s mid-week
ladies’ team won the Peninsula Tennis
Association’s Summer Section 2 singles/
doubles competition.
The team comprised Bindi Mealey
and Kerry Hannah. They beat Dromana
three rubbers to nil. Dromana forfeited
the doubles rubber after it lost the two
singles rubbers in straight sets. The win
will see the Somers team compete in
Section 1 for the winter season.
The A-grade mixed doubles team of
Glenice Carr, Lois Booth, Bindi Mealey,
Brad Culley, Jonathon Thompson and
Glenn Mealey won the Westernport
Night Tennis Association competition
beating Somerville six sets to nil. Well
played everyone.

Life member search
Somers Tennis Club is trying to trace
details of one of its life members from
the 1970s.
All the club knows is that Jack Fox
was made a life member in 1979 and
that he was a coach at the club. The
search was sparked when club president
Graeme Wilson broke a bone in his foot
and had to spend six weeks in plaster.
Needing something to keep him busy,
Graeme started looking through the
club records for information about
life members with a view to creating a
life members’ board in the clubhouse,
something the club has never had.
In gathering the names and dates he
came across Jack Fox.
“I would appreciate any further
information about Jack so we can fill
in the blanks,” Graeme said. “It is sad
that so little is known about someone
who obviously gave a lot to the club and
we would like to set the record straight.”
If anyone has any information about
Jack Fox please contact Graeme on 5983
9949.

A patch of healthy Coastal Sword Sedge is now proudly revealed under the Black Wattles and
Poas and weeping grass, Coastal Beard Heath and all manner of other treasures have come
out from under the Blackberry and Cape Ivy.
And who is keeping a weather eye on what is going on?
Why, Mr and Mrs Galah of course!
Between gathering bits to line the nest they have had to see off a number of house hunters –
but life with a sea view is pretty good.

Yacht club goes for a duck

Sea rescue’s Norm Dewar with the new
rubber duck.

Somers Yacht Club has bought a new
inflatable rubber duck to replace one it
had on loan from Merricks Yacht Club
last season.
The new acquisition is a Frenchmade Plastimo and 3.1 metres. It will be
powered by the same 15 hp outboard
motor the club used on the loaner rib.
One of the new boat’s major roles
will be to allow a coach to follow closely
the younger club members as they learn
and race in a new Division 5.
The new boat was bought from
Sealand Marine in Hastings. A trolley
is being made by the club for the new
acquisition.
Sea rescue’s Norm Dewar said the
new boat was a good acquisition and was
well priced. “I think it will do the job very
nicely,” he said.
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Whimsical War Story 12:
The next Coral Island paradise

Our new island-home is only one
degree off the equator, so gets plenty
of sunshine. It is some 45 miles long
and 20-odd miles wide, and was the site
of a lot of warfare in 1944. The island
is based upon limestone (coral) rock,
formerly covered by jungle. Enough
of it had been shaven by bulldozer of
its vegetation to build a lot of camps,
including our Medical Receiving Station
and accompanying services. We were
right on the coast, which made it a very
good place for daily swimming, if we had
time, which wasn’t all that often.
There were of course perils in the
water – coral snakes are evenly striped red
and yellow. We were told that the red ones
with yellow stripes are dangerous, and
yellow ones with red stripes are harmless.
Some of us, especially those from
Sydney, were concerned about sharks.
The local folk agreed that there
were sharks about, but were fairly
unconcerned. However, they rapidly got
out of the water and into their canoes
when barracudas were seen. Apparently
these fish, although smaller than sharks,
were more numerous and had a greater
reputation for savagery.
For many of us, a ‘couta’ was one
of the purported varieties contained in
the newspaper-wrapped parcel with the
chips on a Friday night.
While this paradisaical island
was largely covered with well-nigh
impenetrable tropical forest, the portions
we inhabited were composed of dazzling
white coral rock, which is what you get in
these parts when you bulldoze the jungle
away. Since we were allocated plenty of
space, our tent homes were scattered
around the area, resulting in more privacy
we had ever encountered before. Mine,
which I shared with two other blokes, was
indeed right on the edge of the uncleared
jungle. We occasionally heard crashing
and grunting noises in the night – these
were caused by wild pigs, the size of a
Shetland pony, but less friendly and good
things to avoid. They were reputed to
be dangerous and unstoppable, could
plough their way through the thick bush

as if it wasn’t there, and that .303 rounds
just glanced off their tough hides. One
of the Americans (a Texan, of course)
managed to bag one, and had it skinned,
so that he could send the hide home to
be made into a saddle.
The proximity of the bush also had
the disadvantage of harbouring wildlife,
everything from monkeys to insects,
including scorpions (which are actually
arthropods, and related to spiders). One
memorable night in my stretcher-bed I
noticed by the light of our kero lamp a
crab-like animal on my mosquito net; a
scorpion over two inches long, his tail
suspended over his body in a menacing
manner. I was about to hit the net to
throw the creature off when I discovered
that it was inside the net, not outside. I
escaped via the other side of the stretcher,
removed my mosquito net and shook it
outside until it seemed free of indigenous
fauna.
Our most senior medical orderly was
fond of exploring nearby trails through
the bush, armed with a camera, looking
for pictures of local flora and fauna. He
appeared back at camp one afternoon
marching a Japanese soldier in front of
his menacingly focussed camera. The
enemy person was unarmed, fairly elderly
and infirm, and we later heard that he had
been wandering around lost and hungry
in the jungle for weeks, hoping to find
someone who would not shoot him
on sight, and our colleague looked less
dangerous than any other troops around.
There were a number of American
units on the island, which had many
advantages. Our rations were US rather
than Australian; their camps were blessed
with a ‘PX’ (Post Exchange) which was a
shop where all manner of goodies could
be purchased at very reasonable cost.
They also had an open-air movie theatre
operating when there was no menacing
aerial activity about.
The films shown were advertised as
being free of Hays Office censorship,
so that troops could experience the ‘real
world’. They didn’t look much different
from those we had seen back home.
The movie-goers sat on plank seats
or patches of bare ground on both sides
of the screen. This allowed for a larger
audience, even if those on the reverse
side sometimes had problems reading
titles, cast lists and credits.

If unwelcome visitors appeared in the
sky, the projector was rapidly switched
off, so as not to attract their attention.
If this was near the end of an interesting
film we bravely waited until the uninvited
callers had departed; after all, we had to
see if the white Stetsons had beaten the
baddies.
We made use of a variety of insect
repellents; a very new gadget was a
can containing insecticide under gas
pressure. This was for use in tents or
other enclosed spaces. It had no pressbutton arrangement as in the modern
product (the curse of Louie the Fly), but
was opened by unscrewing a brass cap
on the top. It was advisable to close your
eyes and cease breathing for half a minute
while allowing the spray to fill the area,
because it not only discouraged insects,
but caused the eyes profusely to water and
exposed skin to itch and sting. You then
screwed the top back on and retreated to
the open air to recover. On re-entering
the tent, one frequently found a number
of twitching corpses of moths and other
various kinds of flying creatures, so one
assumed that disease-carriers such as
mosquitoes had suffered the same fate.
We also made considerable use
of other insect repellents, with weird
names and worse fragrances. Among
these was the famous DDT, whose use
saved a lot of lives for many years until
publication of a scary, hyperbolic and
highly profitable best-seller, when it was
declared A Bad Thing, and prohibited.
I dare say we acquired a goodly
concentration of these products on our
skins or in our bodies, but they certainly
seemed to discourage disease vectors,
and apparently did us no harm.
When everybody smells the same,
no-one objects.
‘Tex’
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Lyn White – fighting the good fight
for animals
Somehow sleepy Somers seems an
unlikely place to find a passionate
advocate for animals who led a
campaign that attracted national and
international attention and has had
a huge impact on one of Australia’s
iconic and important industries.
Somers resident Lyn White,
communications director for Animals
Australia, has gained national fame
(some might say infamy) through
her campaign to stop the cruelty to
Australian cattle in Indonesian abattoirs
which caused such a stir when screened
by the ABC’s Four Corners.
Lyn’s action led to live cattle exports
to Indonesia being banned for a month
as well as raising the entire issue of liveanimal exports. It also caused angst and
financial hardship to cattle breeders in
the Top End who specialise in raising
cattle for the Indonesian trade.
But Lyn is unrepentant. While
she sympathises with those families
who were negatively impacted by the
suspension, she points out that they,
like the welfare groups, knew that to
continue sending cattle into Indonesia
knowing the majority would be
subjected to the most brutal treatment
imaginable would be immoral and not
an option.
“We have been contacted by
numerous producers thanking us for
exposing what has been occurring in
Indonesia and committing never to
export again. Animals Australia and
the RSPCA were the first to suggest
to the Gillard government that they
needed to provide financial assistance
to producers,” she said.
“Having said this, the situation
should never have been able to occur
in the first place. It is appalling that
6.4 million animals were sent into
Indonesia over the past 18 years to
these facilities – and animals will always
be at risk of such terrible treatment in
10

countries where there are no laws to
protect animals from cruelty.
“This is inherently the ethical
problem with live export. While any
additional profit presented makes it a
tempting option, as my investigations
over the past seven years have shown,
it is the animals that inevitably pay a
terrible price.”
Lyn grew up in Adelaide and her
three sisters still live there. The family
was musical, although apart from
playing the piano occasionally Lyn did
not pursue music. Her sisters, however,
did – one is a cellist with the Adelaide
Symphony Orchestra and the other
two teach music.
A slight figure with blonde hair and
an easy smile, Lyn has lived in Somers
for four years and finds the tranquility
of the village a refuge from her busy
life travelling the country and the world
advocating on behalf of animals and
being the public face of Animals
Australia.
“I love Somers, the peaceful
environment, the beautiful outlook,”
she said. “Being able to gaze out
on something beautiful each day is
important when you work in this field!
Over the past four months, since my
dogs died, I have had to travel a lot
with work.”
Her busy workload means that Lyn’s
time in her Somers home is limited. On
the rare occasions when she has some
spare time Lyn, a vegetarian, can be
seen running along the roads around
the village.
“When my dogs were alive, caring
for them and work completely filled
every day apart from early morning
walks with them. It was during these
times that I would smile and greet other
Somers residents but there has not been
any opportunity to get to know them
further to this stage,” she said.
Before moving to Somers, Lyn

divided her time between Animals
Australia’s office in North Melbourne,
where she lived with her dogs for four
years, and Adelaide where she still
maintained a home. She used to return
to Adelaide one week in six.
“It was not ideal but that was what I
could afford. A colleague from another
organisation offered me her shack in
Somers as a place I could go to as a
respite from the office and I embraced
this offer and loved the peace and quiet
of Somers,” she said.
Lyn is a driven person who eats and
sleeps animal welfare. But for someone
who counts among her friends the sister
of the king of Jordan, Princess Alia
bint al Hussein and has the backing
of one of Australia’s richest women,
Jan Cameron, founder of the outdoorequipment retail chain Kathmandu, she
is quite shy and retiring.
Lyn has achieved much for animals.
Undoubtedly her greatest win so far has
been the Four Corners program in which
video she took of the conditions in
Indonesian abattoirs shocked millions
of Australians.
The images were of a steer being
roped around the neck and dragged
towards the slaughter area. The animal
panicked, struggled to free itself,
slipped and fell breaking its leg before
a slaughterman tried to make the animal
stand by kicking it in the face, breaking
its tail and gouging its eyes. Eventually
after 25 minutes of agony the animal
died.
“My colleagues and I have to live
with that forever,” said Lyn, who works
with an undercover British investigator.
“I was thinking then ‘this is going to
stop now’. Why was he continuing to
eye-gouge this animal that was in a state
of collapse and obviously could not
get up?”
The fight for animal rights has not
been without its hardships.
“I haven’t taken leave in eight years,
such is the scale of the work and it does
require a seven-day-a-week commitment
as animal cruelty doesn’t end on the
weekends or on public holidays.

“However, I consider myself
blessed to be able to work in a field
that I am passionate about,” Lyn said.
“I still retain friends from my policing
days, as well as having made new friends
working in this field. Everyone in my
life is completely supportive.”
Lyn has tended to be a trail blazer.
She joined the South Australian police
as a cadet at the age of 17 – one of
six women among 27 men in only
the second intake of female cadets.
After two years’ training she was on
the streets of Adelaide learning the
realities of policing. By the mid 1990s
she was a senior constable.
Her road-to-Damascus moment

came one day in 1995 when she read
a magazine article about a black Asiatic
bear confined in a tiny cage barely large
enough for it to move and a rusty
catheter protruding from its stomach.
“That photograph shocked me
more than anything I had ever seen.
It was that sense of how anyone could
be so cruel, because the cruelty was so
obvious.”
The article and picture reduced Lyn,
by now an experienced police officer
who had seen the less attractive side of
humanity in her job, to tears and made
her decide to act to protect animals. It
was a pivotal point in her life.
She left the police force and

joined Animals Asia in 2000. The
organisation’s patient work negotiating
with the Chinese government achieved
the closure of some of the worst bear
farms.
Lyn joined Animals Australia in
2003 and became campaign director.
She focused on the live-export trade
which had little or no oversight.
In 2005 Lyn and her British
counterpart visited Kuwait, Oman,
Qatar and Bahrain investigating the
treatment of sheep exported from
Australia. But Lyn found the treatment
of cattle was even more shocking than
that handed out to sheep. Their work
resulted in live-sheep exports to Egypt
being suspended for most of 2006.
She was also instrumental in having
a Jordanian slaughterhouse shut after
she contacted Queen Rania of Jordan
asking the royal family to intervene
and stop animal cruelty. Princess Alia,
shown footage from the ABC’s 7.30
Report, had the slaughterhouse closed.
Princess Alia and Lyn have remained
firm friends since and are still in regular
contact.
Lyn believes that how we treat
animals is a reflection of how we treat
people. “Compassion is universal and
the same sort of people who donate
to animal welfare also donate to World
Vision and the Salvation Army.”
She believes that her years in
the police force dealing with people
from all walks of life have given her a
tremendous grounding for her role as
an animal advocate.
“My career path has been about
representing victims both human and
animal and I don’t differentiate between
them. It’s just that there are fewer of us
who advocate and represent animals so
that’s why I moved into this field, but
I’m no less passionate about improving
the lives of people,” she said.
And what would she like as her
epitaph? “She tried to create a kinder
world.”
Not a bad one either.
Tony Duboudin
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Refurbished preschool

Book Review

The Great Expedition
We at Petersen’s love a bit of adventure
– and we are pleased to present this
delightful picture story book for young
and old, by Peter Carnavas.
The Great Expedition begins on
August 20, when a group of young
explorers, led by Robert and Will, are
charged with a dangerous mission
– to deliver a valuable parcel across
wild country. Their story will not be
forgotten, and yes, you are correct in
noticing a distinct similarity between
this story and that of the original
Robert O’Hara Burke and John Wills.
The characters are endearing and
the opportunity arises to talk about the
original expedition all those years ago.
Published in Australia, it’s available
at Petersen’s Bookstore at $24.95.
Petersen’s Bookstore & Teaching
Resources, 103 High St, Hastings,
5979 8233.
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Saturday 28 May was an important day
for the preschool when parents and
interested residents came to celebrate the
upgrading of the facility by the Shire. The
council was represented by Councillor
Frank Martin. As is inevitable on such
occasions there were speeches, during
which some of the younger attendees
sought to gain attention by performing
impromptu routines designed to gain
attention or to distract the speaker.
The first speaker was Rod Nuske who
has been involved with the preschool
since the 1950s when he and Bob Stone
went around the town collecting empty
bottles to raise funds for the future
building of the centre which was to
include a baby health centre and a library.
Rod described the events leading up to
the opening, including the fact that Bob’s
wife Jean initially ran a DIY group on
her front veranda for eight years. The
committee that had been formed had
to pay for the land and then raise a
further ₤1000 as their contribution to
the building.
Rod went on to explain that
fundraising never ceased and collecting
newspapers (which at times filled the
shed) and many social events were
important and integral parts of raising
finances for the committee. Builder Wes
Wade employed Tom Karnowski (who
previously, with his family, had lived
at the Somers Immigration Camp), to
paint the building. When he had finished
Tom created and donated a mural for the
children to enjoy, which was installed
above the fireplace. As the fireplace
was removed during refurbishment, the
mural has been rehung in the playroom
where it can delight both children and
parents. What the local residents did not
know at the time of the painting was
that Tom had been a stage-set designer
in Germany before emigrating, and
had in the 1980s produced the sets for
the opera Aida at the Princess Theatre
in Melbourne. His son, local resident
Janus was introduced to the gathering

and spoke briefly about his father and
the life cut short by a road accident.
The first play leader when the centre
opened in 1957 was Bet Campbell who
passed away last year. She had to share
her time between the Somers and
Balnarring centres. In Bet’s time the
now-removed fireplace was important as
it was the only means of keeping herself
and the children warm. Obviously
nowadays an open fireplace would cause
the authorities to throw up their hands
in horror, let alone the old car that was
placed in the grounds for the children
to play in!
At times the number of children
dropped down to six and it was necessary
to import children from the surrounding
area with both Bet and local parents
providing transport (more regulations
broken). By 1965 the centre closed due
to the lack of children (no government
baby subsidy then) and local children had
to attend the Balnarring centre.
About this time the Shire was
interested in introducing a bookmobile
service and a fight ensued between the
Shire and the local library committee.
Inevitably the Shire won and this enabled
the library room to be incorporated as
part of the preschool floor space in
1985.
In 1975 an enthusiastic group of local
parents led by Bruce and Kathie Lewis
convinced all the necessary authorities
that the preschool should once again
hear the excited squeals of little voices.
So in 1977 Bet Campbell returned to the
Somers Centre, finally retiring in 1979.
She was followed by Liz Edmends who
provided 18 years of dedicated service,
during which time she convinced Rod
that he should try out reading stories to
the children each week, something that
has been going on now for over 20 years.
Liz’s untimely death in a road accident
in 2003 brought a great deal of sadness to
the Somers community and a memorial
has been erected at the preschool in her
honour. It is intended that Bet’s passing

Preschool Director Julie Georgiou and Janus Karnowski and the
painting by his father Thom which he provided after completing his
job as the building’s painter.

It is an important event to ‘cut the ribbon’ and for the occasion
Councillor Frank Martin received help from many small hands in
weilding these impressive shears.

One of Thom Karnowski’s sketches for a stage set for the opera
‘Aida’, performed at the Princess Theatre, Melbourne in the 1980s.

Keynote speaker at the Preschool celebration Rod Nuske with
Preschool President Kate Ferris. Rod spoke on the history of the
building and all the effort the parents, supporters, teachers and
council have provided in the years since and prior to its commencement
in 1957.

will also be acknowledged in a similar
manner.
Before introducing Janus and Cr
Frank Martin, Rod made mention of
the wonderful mosaic now erected on
the front of the building, which had been
created by local artist Sally King with
the help of the children and preschool
director Julie Georgiou.
With many helping hands and a giant
pair of scissors, a ceremonial ribbon
was cut and the refurbished Somers
Preschool was officially, at least, open
for business.
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New building for
primary school
Somers Primary School has recently
occupied its new building, supplied
by the federal government as part of
the Building the Education Revolution
(BER) program. This building is
valued at $850,000 and consists of
three spacious classrooms and a large
project space. The project space is
used by small groups of children, but
is large enough to hold all 170 children.
The space is also used for debates,
meetings, assemblies and meetings
of parents. Currently the building is
occupied predominantly by children
in Years 3 to 6.
The building was constructed by
Grove and is a state-of-the-art facility.
It has a great deal of shared space
in its open-plan design. This means
there are no walls between classrooms.
Considerable effort has gone into
sound-absorbing materials to ensure
that noise is kept to a minimum. People
entering the building during class time
have been surprised at how quiet it
is. In addition to soundproofing, the
design fulfils the latest standards of
energy efficiency, health, safety and
sustainability.
The lights and heating are automatic
– heaters cut out at 21 degrees to save
energy and lights turn off automatically
after 15 minutes without movement
inside the building. The rooms contain
sensors which monitor the amount of
carbon dioxide. If levels of carbon
dioxide rise, a set of shutters opens
and a fan activates to suck fresh air
into the building. The roof collects
rainwater for the large tanks supplied
as part of the building. The School
Council has been successful in gaining
funding for solar panels on the roof.
This will positively contribute to its
minimal carbon footprint.
The Somers Primary School
community is very pleased with
14

the outcome. This is the first new
permanent classroom block received by
the school since the 1970s. In addition
to the building there are a number of
grants attached to the project, allowing
the school to furnish and equip the new
building effectively. Each classroom

has an interactive whiteboard; one
grant will provide a new, state-of-theart printer and photocopier for the
building and another will assist with
landscaping. Part of this grant has
been used to construct a beautiful new
sandpit to replace the one lost in the

School Council and parents have worked hard to improve facilities at the school and one project
was to create a new sand-play area as the old sandpit had to give way to the new building.
Stonemason and Council member Bernard Rich with Paul and Jodie Mutimer worked hard
with other parents to build not one, but two such popular play areas. Jodie and Bernard are
seen here doing all they can to get the job finished.

The new omnipresent electronic whiteboards are part of the new classrooms. Students Sheila
and Beth provide a demonstration for School Council member Bernard Rich and daughter
Eleanor.

building project. This has been expertly
constructed by the School Council with
parent helpers and has been welcomed
by the children.
Somers Primary School Council
is committed to continuing the
development of the school’s facilities.
Work has already begun on lobbying
for additional new buildings to bring
Somers Primary School facilities to the
cutting edge of 21st century education.
David Ingham, Principal

Coming clean on
global warming
It’s just not reasonable to link opposition
to big government and a carbon tax to
global warming and climate change.
Are governments using global warming
to stay in power longer and get more
money from people? We can debate
that all day and night and won’t get
much clarity. But keeping it simple,
there is a massive pollution problem
caused by humans burning fossil fuels
and human needs – and obsession – for
having more and more energy for their
lifestyle purposes is a clear and growing
threat to the planet’s friendly climate
for animals, fish, birds and insects to
live with.
Wouldn’t it be nice if the climate
change debate got back to the basic
issue of the damage human beings
are doing to the planet? As a species
we have netted out the oceans, ruined
vast amounts of land and forests and
have fouled the atmosphere. The issue
goes beyond being an intellectual
debate about risk management of the
Australian and global environment or
the pros and cons of a carbon tax. The
planet – as a home for humans and
many other species – is under threat
and there is no denying that humans
are a big cause of the problem.
Patrick Cusick
dailyplanetmedia@gmail.com

Starting school
It was 1943, coming up to Christmas
time, summer and my fifth birthday.
Wartime and shortages, no new toys,
but Dad got a brand new John Deere
AR tractor and a Mackay hay press of a
new and novel design. Pulled along by
the tractor, it picked up the hay from
the ground as it moved and pressed
it into bales. The defence boffins had
decided that Dad should not enlist as
he was essential to run his farm and
to continue his hay-pressing business.
This new machinery enabled him to
extend the business, pressing wheat
straw for cardboard and packing for
war materials, as well as pressing hay
for farmers around the Shepparton
irrigation district. That year the best
wheat crops were around Kaniva in
the Wimmera so Dad packed up the
machinery and family to move there for
some months. He had assembled a train
of machinery to be towed by the tractor
across country from Tallygaroopna to
Kaniva. He adapted a heavy car chassis
into a trailer to carry spare parts, fuel
and wire for the bales. He adapted a
1926 Chevy car into a flatbed utility
with canvas cover. He fitted a front
towbar so the Chevy could be towed
by the tractor. The tractor led the ‘road
train’ pulling the hay press, the large
trailer, the Chevy and another smaller
trailer at the rear. He obtained a permit
from the CRB (Country Roads Board)
which allowed travel of the road train
mainly on quiet back roads. His plan
was for Mum and us three boys to ride
in the Chevy. We would camp along the
way for the three days’ travel.
Disaster struck! A few days before
departure, we three boys came down
with chicken pox! Dad had to go and
we stayed home with Mum. How sad
was that! We missed all the fun of the
road train, the trip, the camping and
the arriving. Duly we recovered. Mum
packed up us three boys to catch the
early train to Melbourne; Graeme
almost 7, me almost 5 and Robin about

15 months.
Arriving at Spencer St was awe
inspiring! The Traveller’s Aid Society
became our haven until the evening
Adelaide train left. They had TOYS I
had never seen. I remember a spinning
top about 20cm across. It had a spiral
shaft which you pumped to make it
spin. I found one recently and bought it.
One day I’ll recondition the spiral shaft!
I don’t remember much of the
Adelaide train: lots of people, electric
lights which became brighter as the
train got faster. Mum had made
sandwiches and we went to sleep.
During the night, about 2am I think,
the train stopped; Mum woke us, she
gathered our bags, our Dad appeared at
the window and came into the carriage.
Robin loudly exclaimed many times,
“That’s my Daddy!” Next morning we
woke in the house Dad had rented.
Where were we? The little town of
Lillimur on the Western Highway near
Kaniva. We explored! The house was
old on a big block at the edge of town.
The outside laundry figures later in this
story. Mrs Coutts lived nearby, a kind
lady who helped us with many things,
such as filling our billy with fresh milk
from her cow. On the other side was a
paddock which Dad used if he brought
the machinery home. He often had
extra bales of straw, too many for the
railway trucks he had been allocated, so
he dumped them next door for later
loading.
The Williams family farmed at
Miram. They became good friends
and sponsors for Dad among the local
farmers as Dad sought to purchase the
wheat stubble left after harvesting.
Graeme and I went to Lillimur
Primary School early in February, my first
experience of school. It was nearby and
we walked there. The building was the
old style with high ceilings and windows
so high off the floor I could only see sky.
All the pupils were in one big room with
Grade 1 (me) at one end up to Grade 6
at the other end. Two teachers managed
those six grades. Grades 1 to 3 had a
Miss Williams who I liked a lot; a nice
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lady. The man head teacher took Grades
4 to 6, but I avoided him; a gruff crosspatch who often shouted at his pupils.
I practised writing alphabet letters and
numbers on a slate with a slate pencil. I
had never used slates before but it worked
very well. When you filled up your slate
and showed Miss Williams, you could
wipe it clean with a wet rag.
After school and weekends were
free time. I found an old radio set and
decided to try my hand at getting it going.
Connecting some old batteries didn’t get
a result so I decided it needed an antenna.
Some of Dad’s discarded baling wire
should do the trick. I wound the wire
around every nail and corner of the
laundry but no matter how long I made
the antenna, no sound came from the
radio. I must have eventually given up
or perhaps Mum asked for her laundry
back for the Monday washing!
The magpies at Lillimur were
different to the Tallygaroopna ones.
At Tally the maggies mostly ignored
us except at nesting time when they
fiercely dive-bombed us as we rode past
their trees down our track. At Lillimur
the maggies stayed on the ground and
would approach us with a friendly call of
“culla, culla, culla”! We liked these western
magpies. Years later I found them again
at Dimboola when we were travelling.
Some weekends we would go to
the paddock where Dad was pressing
straw, but it was years later before we
were big enough to do anything useful
on the hay press. We did develop a style
of cubby house with those spare bales
Dad brought home; basically a U-shape
with an open doorway, a few pieces of
wood over the top and an old tarp to
cover it. Another weekend we ‘helped’
Dad loading bales into the railway trucks.
A local man used his truck to haul bales
from the paddocks. Around Lillimur to
Kaniva is so flat, you can see the railway
lines for miles. The stations appear to be
built each on a slight hill. Dad said that
was to help the trains slow down ready
to stop and to get started again down the
slight slope. What a good idea! Maybe
the railway was built before the towns!
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Getting spare parts for the hay
press was a logistical nightmare. Dad’s
machine was the prototype from the HV
Mackay factory in Sunshine. I think Dad
became the test ‘pilot’ as he frequently
had stoppages for repairs. He had already
decided the hay press needed its own
engine instead of powering it from the
tractor PTO (power take-off). He and
Bill Doney (another farmer/engineer
from Tally) had fitted the hay press
with front wheels and trialled various
engines, eventually settling for a fourcylinder Dodge. He modified the fuel
system to use kerosene the same as the
tractor used and less restricted by wartime
limits. Spare parts had to come by train
to Kaniva and many times items in Dad’s
orders did not arrive. Eventually that
problem was solved by discovery that
Dad’s spare parts were bundled with other
orders allowing inspection by another
hay-press owner at Dimboola. He would
collect his own orders plus a selection
from Dad’s orders. The hay press was
seriously modified in so many ways that
later HV Mackay sent their three top
engineers to spend three weeks with Dad
on the farm at Tally. They retrofitted
many stronger parts and noted Dad’s
modifications, adopting many of them
into their factory production. Another
hay press ‘buff ’ tried to tell me in 2007
that Dad’s machine was a 1947 model.
He pointed out design features which
had been released first in 1947. Two of
those engineers, Mr Connor and Mr Shea
eventually left HV Mackay to produce
their own designs. They offered Dad a
place in their Connor-Shea team. That
might have seriously changed my history,
but Dad loved his farm too much; he was
not a city lad!
Sometime in March 1944 Dad
completed the job and railed the last
bales to Broadmeadows. We packed up
the road train, farewelled Lillimur and
headed across country for Tallygaroopna.
Our first night out we made a roadside
camp. What fun, collecting firewood for
Mum to cook and help Dad make our
U-shaped cubby of straw bales large
enough for the family. Our rig must have

been a sight along the roads with Mum
and three kids riding in the Chevy behind
the machinery. Mum had a washing line
rigged for nappies and things; also a wire
to pull to signal Dad if we needed to
stop. Mum insisted on taking the washing
down if we came to a town.
The second day near dusk the tractor
began to misbehave, misfiring and not
pulling very well. We stopped outside
a farm near Prairie and asked for help.
The farmer towed us into his yard with
his tractor. We packed some things into
the Chevy leaving the machinery there
and drove into the night towards home.
A day at home while Dad and Bill Doney
repaired the failed tractor magneto.
Graeme and I stayed with grandparents
while Robin went with Mum and Dad to
bring home the machinery. A few days
later we were all home. Graeme and I got
ready for Tallygaroopna Primary School.
Mr Andy Nelson was our one teacher,
a good guy who taught me through
primary school.
But that’s another story! Dad, Graeme
and I went back in 1948 to press more
straw. That also is another story!
Kevin Close

Mr Plinth visits the
audiologist

haven’t said anything.
Drake: Dear me. Well why don’t we go
into the other room and do a hearing
test. Then we can find out what’s what.

A play in one act

They exit. In the testing room Plinth is ushered
(muttering to himself) into a booth. Drake fits
Plinth with a set of earphones and gives him
a hand switch.

Preface: Jimmy James’ piece in the last
issue of this paper, in which he spoke
of the communications difficulties
associated with deafness, was very
moving. I can remember once hearing
a profoundly deaf person saying that if
he’d had the unhappy choice between
sound or sight impairment he would
have chosen sight impairment. He loved
music and not being able to enjoy it
was to him, a profound loss. So I hope
Jimmy James will not be offended by
the following representation of a visit to
the audiologist. It’s tongue-in-cheek and
right now, Plinth is seriously running-in
his new hearing aid.
Scene: The audiologist’s consulting room.
Mrs Plinth enters followed by Mr Plinth who
looks wary and a little peaked. The audiologist
introduces himself as Donald Drake and
invites the Plinths to sit.
Drake: So Barrington, I gather you may
be having some hearing difficulties.
Plinth: Not that I’m aware of.
Mrs Plinth: Yes he is. He’s always asking
me to repeat myself.
Plinth: I don’t have to ask.
Drake: Heh, heh! So you think you
can hear OK? What about your
grandchildren?
Plinth: Oh, they can hear perfectly well.
Drake: No, but I mean, can you hear
them?
Plinth: Well I’m sure I could if they ever
said anything. They’re teenage boys and
all they do is grunt.
Mrs Plinth: Be serious dear. Tell Mr
Duck –
Drake: (Interrupting.) Drake!
Mrs Plinth: Tell him about the other
day when I asked you three times about
painting the front fence and you claimed
you hadn’t heard a word.
Drake: Ah, hah! Selective hearing loss
by the sound of it!
Mrs Plinth: It’s not just that. He often
asks me to repeat myself and sometimes
he asks me to repeat myself when I

Drake: Are you comfortable there?
Plinth: What?
Drake: You should be able to hear
beeps.
Plinth: All I can hear is loud whistling.
Drake looks concerned and starts tinkering with
his equipment. No it’s not your chrystal
set. I’ve got tetanus.
Mrs Plinth: Tinnitus!
Drake: Ah. Well I’ll tell you what. A
hearing aid will help with tinnitus.
Plinth: For God’s sake. I don’t want to
hear it any louder than I do now.
Mrs Plinth: Stop being silly dear. He’s
only trying to help you.
Drake: No, the whistling will stay
the same but the sounds you want to
hear will be louder. They’ll sort of cut
through.
Plinth: God’s trousers. Sounds like
there’ll be a regular cacophony going
on inside my head.
Drake: Not really! OK, let’s get started.
I want you to press the button every
time you hear a beep. Plinth is motionless.
Can you hear the beeps?
Plinth: I can barely hear them at all.
You’ll have to turn the volume up!
Drake: That would defeat the purpose.
Just press the button when you hear the
beep, no matter how faint.
Plinth starts pressing the button in a disjointed
fashion, then starts pressing it in a rhythmic
beat.
Drake: (Calling out.) Hang on! You keep
pressing the button when there are no
beeps.
Plinth: Ha! But I’ve got the rhythm.
Drake: But there’s no rhythm. If there
was there’d be no point.
Plinth: I get it. You’re trying to catch
me out.
Drake: Fair go. This isn’t a competition.
Mrs Plinth: To Plinth. Just cooperate!
You’re beginning to annoy me.
Plinth: Oh Lord! The hearing test proceeds
to its conclusion and the Plinths are ushered
back into the office. Donald Drake produces
a chart.

Drake: OK, well here are the results of
the test. He holds the chart so that the
Plinths can see it. You’ll see the heavy
median line here. Well that’s normal
hearing. Now the red line is your hearing
level Barrington and as you can see it’s
on the normal level here; this represents
lower sounds on the register but then on
the other side of the chart your hearing
level drops the next level down which
means you have some impairment with
the higher sounds.
Plinth: So am I deaf ?
Drake: Not technically, but as your wife
said on the phone, it’s good to start with
a hearing aid early.
Plinth: I see. So you’re saying we should
practice being deaf so when you get deaf
you’re good at it.
Drake: Something like that.
Plinth: Well let me put something to
you. I understand that our ear canal has
little hairs that vibrate and pick up the
sound.
Drake: More or less.
Plinth: And from that moment when
males reach their physical prime, in their
middle twenties, their whole body begins
a process of slow deterioration. This
includes the hairs in the ears.
Mrs Plinth: For goodness sake! Where
is this leading?
Plinth: Well what I’m saying is: I’m in
my middle seventies which means I’ve
been on the slippery slope for fifty years.
Mrs Plinth groans. So if it’s taken fifty
years for my hearing to drop a rung in
the high notes, then I would imagine it
would take another fifty years to drop to
the next level to become one rung more
deaf. By then I will be one hundred and
fifteen. So why don’t I come back then?
Drake: I don’t think it quite works like
that.
Mrs Plinth: Of course it doesn’t! Now
Barrington! I want you to have a hearing
aid. Do it for me.
Plinth: Oh gloom! Having you
whispering sweet nothings into my
hearing aid won’t be the same.
Mrs Plinth: Go on! We haven’t done
any of that stuff for years but if we
ever do at least I won’t have to shout
in a whispering voice.
Plinth: Very well. Sign me up for one
of your ear trumpets. Can I choose a
colour?
Barrington Plinth
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FOOTPRINT HORSE CRAFT
You will need: Two pieces of construction paper (one of them brown); Dark brown wool;
Glue; Scissors; Googly eyes
Method:
1.
Trace and cut out a footprint from the brown construction paper. You will also need
to cut out a long triangle with the tip cut off for the neck and two small triangle ears.
2.
Glue the horse’s neck, head and ears onto the second piece of construction paper
(trim off any excess).
3.
Glue the googly eyes or draw eyes with a black texta. Cut the wool in pieces about
2cm long. Glue the pieces of wool along the horse’s neck and head to make his mane.
The Lion is fierce
His teeth can pierce
The skin of a postman's
knee;
But it serves him right,
That, because of his bite,
He gets no letters, you
see.

Spike Milligan

Animal Face ‘Sandwiches’
Making silly animal face ‘sandwiches’ is
a simple way to get toddlers and young
children interested in lunchtime.
You will need:
Thin rice cakes, peanut butter or cream
cheese, raisins for eyes, thin carrot or
celery sticks for whiskers, sliced peaches
for smiling or frowning mouth, popcorn
for fur/mane/hair
Method:
1.
Spread the cream cheese or peanut
butter on the rice cakes.
2.
Use the above suggestions to
create some silly animal faces.
3.
Your child will also enjoy creating
her own silly animal faces.
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NUTTY
SQUIRRELS

CREATE

BUTTERFLY CUPCAKES

AND PLAY

RECYCLING FUN

Materials:

3 egg carton cups (ask a grown-up to help you
cut them out);

Pencil

Brown paint and paint brush

Scissors

Brown felt

Craft glue

6 small googly eyes

3 tiny black pom poms

Pipe cleaner cut into 3 equal pieces

Acorn or small nut
Method:
1.
Use a pencil to poke a tail hole in one side of
each cup, then paint the cups with brown paint.
2.
For each squirrel cut a small triangle face, small
oval ears and a tail from the brown felt.
3.
Once the paint dries, glue the faces onto the
cups, then glue the eyes, ears and pom pom
noses. Try and make the squirrels look as
identical as possible.
4.
Fringe the edges of the felt tails and glue a piece
of pipe cleaner in the centre of each, letting a
2cm stem extend beyond the bottom. Attach the
tail by inserting the stem through the hole and
gluing it to the inside of the cup.

Photography by Amanda McLauchlan

Ingredients:

12 cooked cupcakes

1/2 cup strawberry jam

150ml thickened cream,
whipped

Icing sugar to decorate
Method:
1.
Using a sharp knife, cut a
round piece from the top of
each cupcake.
2.
Cut each piece in half.
3.
Spoon 2 teaspoons jam into
each hole.
4.
Spoon cream over the jam.
5.
Arrange cake tops over the
cream to form wings.
6.
For the final touch, dust with
icing sugar. Serve.

To play the game:
With the other players watching, place a nut on the
table and cover it with one of the squirrels. Now begin
by sliding the squirrels around the tabletop, weaving
them around each other to make the other players lose
track of which squirrel has the nut. The faster you
move them, the more likely you are to distract your
audience. After a while, stop and challenge one person
to guess which squirrel hides the nut.
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Cycling and Somers
Although there is no known connection
between Somers and Cadel Evans,
the incredible winner of the Tour de
France, we do have other associations
with cycling greats! First and foremost
is Hubert Opperman who came to
Somers during the Second World War as
a Pilot Officer at the RAAF No. 1 Initial
Training School and lived in Ocean View
Crescent. A popular officer with the
airmen, he also found every opportunity
to continue his love of bike riding.
On one occasion during a weekend
stand-down, he was cycling to Frankston
and when passed near Hastings by a bus
full of trainees headed for a weekend in
Melbourne, he noticed that wheel nuts
were dropping off one of the wheels.
He sprinted after the bus and started
calling out to the young men in the bus
who thought he was putting on a bit of
a display and roared out encouragement
to ‘Oppy’.
It wasn’t until the outside wheel of
the tandem rear wheels disappeared into

Hubert Opperman during one of his recordbreaking rides.
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the bushes that the driver became aware
of how near to disaster he had been as
the inner wheel was teetering on the
edge of the axle!
At a Unit Concert at the camp he
re-lived one of his three victorious
Warrnambool to Melbourne Road Races
and rode his bike on rollers on the stage.
After the firing of a ‘blank’ he proceeded
to go through the race including the
hard pushes up the hills and then the
exciting rush downhill. On one of the
downhill runs he really went ‘hell for
leather’ on the rollers. This proved to
be too much for the rollers and Oppy
and bike flew into the air and landed
in the audience to the dismay of some
and the cheers of others.
He had broken many world records in
the 1920s and 30s but was not successful
in the Tour de France due to the lack of
adequate team support. Nevertheless he
won the Paris–Brest–Paris race of 1166
km in 1931 riding for over 49 hours
non-stop, having at times to fend off
other riders who had fallen asleep while
riding. The following year he won the
Bol d’Or 24-hour paced Velodrome race.
His bikes had been sabotaged so he rode
his interpreter’s non-racing bike. After
23 hours he got off his bike for the first
time to mend a puncture and went on
to win by 30 minutes with the crowd
yelling “Allez Oppy”. He went on to
beat the world record and in Paris a
Gendarme held up the traffic to wave
him through in solitary splendour with
the cry of “Bonjour, bonne chance,
Oppy”. Le Journal referred to him as “a
marvellous dynamo of human energy”.
A hero’s welcome awaited him on his
return to Melbourne.
Hubert Opperman broke so many
records that it would take a full page to
list them all but to mention a few there
were the Lands End to John O’Groats,
Perth to Sydney, Melbourne to Sydney,
the 1000 mile; and many paced and
unpaced records between 1926 and 1940.
During the Perth to Sydney ride he often
had to put his bike on his shoulder and
carry it, due to sand on the road in the
Nullarbor.

Post war he entered politics and was
elected Member for Corio in 1949. He
was appointed Minister for Shipping
and Transport in 1960 and Minister
for Immigration in 1963 during which
time he oversaw the end of the White
Australia Policy. Oppy was later made
High Commissioner to Malta and
received an OBE in 1953 and a KB in
1968. He passed away at 91 in 1996, very
fittingly while riding his exercise bike.
Our other cyclist great is Hec
Sutherland, a Balnarring resident
who sadly passed away this year. His
connection to Somers was during the
1960s when he and Somers resident
Chester Read had the Flinders Shire
garbage and sanitary contract (a
necessary requirement in those years
before septic tanks were common and
the thought of a sewerage system was
far off in the future).
Hec grew up in Footscray and
started winning junior races in 1947,
taking out the one-mile and five-mile
events. From 1949 to 1955 he won
many senior Victorian and Australian
road races including the Sun Tour. In
1950 he represented Australia in the
Empire Games in Aukland, winning
the gold medal in the road race. He
and Russell Mockridge were selected
to represent Australia in the World Titles
in Italy in 1951, but in a race leading up
to the titles a police motorcycle escort
veered across in front of him and Hec
hit the policeman and ended up with
his leg underneath the motorcycle. He
was unable to ride for a week and this
destroyed any chance of doing well in
the World Titles. That was not the end
of his ill-fortune as when he arrived
back in Australia the road and track
teams had already been chosen for the
Helsinki Olympic Games the following
year, leaving him out. This was despite
promises made before he left for Italy.
This angered Hec and in the local races
prior to the Games he proceeded to beat
those chosen, as well as breaking records
in the process. The cycling bureaucracy
would not change their decision, even
denying him the tandem ride with

After moving to Balnarring in 1957
with wife Margaret and daughter Glenda,
Hec decided he would try out his latent
football skills with the Hastings Football
Club. Having played for a few years he
was asked if he would coach the seconds’
team. They reached the grand final in his
first year and won the premiership the
following year after a 36-year drought.
Always a keen snooker player he
joined the local Hastings team and the
day before the tournament final he had
an accident on his bike while ‘dinking’
his son Ken who put his leg into the
front wheel. Over they went, Ken with a
broken leg and Hec with broken glasses
that cut his face, a swollen eye and
concussion. Bruised but bandaged up he

went on to join his team members next
day and won well against his opposition.
For a number of years he took on
training horses at Balnarring for a local
racing family and although he admitted it
was a lot of hard work, it was something
he really enjoyed, using training methods
similar to those he used as a bike rider.
This proved to be successful as it
produced quite a few winners.
Finally Hec tried bowling and as with
all other sports he undertook he did
well. First with the Hastings Club and
then with Balnarring and in both won
many trophies in pennant competitions,
tournaments and championships.
Rod Nuske

Hec Sutherland with one of his many cycling
trophies.

A recent picture of the late Hec Sutherland.
Russell Mockridge with whom he had
won the National Tandem Title.
Before he retired from racing at 26
Hec had won 400 races and of these he
felt proudest of winning three Victorian
five-mile track championships against
such competitors as Mockridge and
Sid Patterson. There were occasional
races after then with the best effort
being his winning of the Mockridge
Memorial Sash for the 140-mile Tour
of Gippsland when aged 42.

Hec Sutherland when sponsored by Bruce Small’s ‘Malvern Star’ company.
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Somers profiles

The flying Aylwards
Well not flying really (although they
have been in lots of aeroplanes); more
like cycling and trekking and skiing –
both here in Australia and in various farflung parts of the world. To enumerate
(and hold your breath!): the Aylwards
have skied the Mount Kosciuszko high
plains from one end to the other and
climbed to the top of most if not all
the highest mountains in Australia;
they have cycled in China, Vietnam,
Burma, Cambodia and New Zealand
and have toured through England,
Ireland, Spain, Italy, Scandinavia,
Egypt, Turkey and Greece. What’s
more they have trekked the Milford
Sound in New Zealand and in South
America they followed the Inca trail
to Machu Picchu in Peru. Not bad for
a (now) retired police inspector and a
nursing midwife!
Dennis is a Shepparton lad. He left
school after Year 9 intending to pursue
a career as a motor mechanic but after
six months stuck in the store at a local
Ford dealership he decided his time
would be better spent working for
his dad manufacturing cement bricks
and building houses. In 1957 he was
called up for National Service where
he learnt to do dangerous things with
machine guns. However the search for
the right thing to do with his life was
solved when the police recruiting team
come into town. Dennis fronted up
and was one of 10 applicants out of a
total of 86 who got the nod.
Dennis started training at the police
depot in St Kilda Road and five months
later he graduated with 46 other young
constables and they were subsequently
paraded up and down Swanston Street
by Premier Henry Bolte as a Christmas
present to the people of Victoria.
Opposite the Police Academy was
Prince Henry’s Hospital and it must
have been emitting an aura because
walking the wards was a young trainee
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nurse by the name of Charlotte Joy
Sheldrick. It took 12 months for the
aura to connect two minds. It happened
in a dance hall called Keyboard and
Dennis observed an attractive blonde
who seemed to be giving him the onceover. They met and Lottie told Dennis
she was the girl who put the squiggles
on MacRobertson’s chocolates and
not to be outdone, Dennis said he
was the fingerprint expert at police
headquarters. However they were
interested enough to want to know
the truth and the truth was that they
were besotted! Within six months
Dennis had popped the question but
Father Sheldrick said he wanted no
such talk until Lottie was 21. They
were ultimately married in 1961 and so
began a life’s journey with more merry
twists and turns than the Ocean Road.
The thing is, if you want to get on
in the Police Department (and even
if you don’t want to get on), you have
to be prepared to move – and move –
and move! At least with the Aylwards,
Lottie being a trained nurse meant that
her services were needed wherever
they went. Postings included Kyabram,
Echuca, Hastings (where the Somers
connection was formed), back to
the Melbourne district, south of the
Yarra, Gippsland and finally back to
Hastings. During this time Dennis’s

positions rose from Constable through
Senior Sergeant to Chief Inspector.
Meanwhile, Lottie was producing the
family’s four loved children and at a
later date, training in midwifery which
became her future career with the
accolade of admission as an associate
of the Royal College of Nursing,
Australia.
Dennis and Lottie both felt
the need to further their formal
educational levels. In 1992 Dennis
completed a Bachelor of Arts degree
(Police Studies) at Monash University
and in 1995 Lottie completed a degree
in Educational Studies, also at Monash.
Dennis has much to reflect on
with his career in the police force.
Some things will haunt him forever,
like dealing with horrific car crashes,
especially involving children, then
having to knock on front doors with
that news beyond all bearing. Then
there were the successful arrests and
convictions of criminals, the social
work within towns and the general
sense that he was doing something
necessary and useful in the community.
Now happily retired in Somers,
Lottie and Dennis are very involved
in local activities. Lottie has become
a successful artist and as ever, their
bicycles are oiled up and ready to roll.
Barry Merton

The Bloke
You know! I thought it quite a joke
Our first lady? He’s a bloke
And he’s lodging in The Lodge with
Julia G.
But I changed my thought direction
After time spent in reflection
Of the ladies past whose role this
used to be
Everything that they would do
The press reported, so we knew
What some journo judged an item we
should see
Pattie’s scrubbing of that floor
And the little hats she wore
Seemed the items they thought would
interest me
Zara’s haute couture outfits
From her Melbourne stores outlets
Appeared in papers and Woman’s
Weekly
Then Bettina stepped into the role
Her fashion sense well in control
And neither could they fault her
repartee
But when Sonia with her famous
splits
Showed all the world her leggy bits
The paparazzi gathered round in glee
Tall Margaret, cultured uni grad
Used journalistic skills she had
But payment earned went straight to
charity
Tamara dressed beyond reproach
She needed not a stylist coach
So Lodge revampment showed
sporadically
But what a row they tried to make
When Tamie’s duodenum snake
Upset their tender feelings frightfully
Our Hazel wore her summer dresses
Anita swished her golden tresses
The girlie mags were there repeatedly

The media, they would never let them
free
It seemed that knifing their
appearance
Was what the journos thought would
cheer us
And used up reams of paper in their
spree
Now the bloke, he wears good
clobber
Shirts, ties, socks and suits quite sober
So the press are pressed to judge his
clothes faulty
Thank god he’s not a lycra fan
And not a budgie-smuggling man
The press don’t rush to catch him in
the sea
(But he could wear his silk pyjamas
While they dine with the Obamas
Cos’ the press won’t be invited to that tea)
It seems he loves that brainy bird
And speaks of nought that can be
heard
By snoopy journos lurking covertly
When Jules stops work and heads for
home
He’s ready with his brush and comb
To tame the red-haired coiffure
lovingly
So all in all it’s good to know
The press can’t keep up their picky
flow
And that will save another precious
tree.				
Winn McLoughlin

ART CLASSES
FOR ADULTS
Terrified beginners and
intermediate levels
WELCOME!
I guarantee you will be
inspired as soon as you
enter my beautiful home
studio set in tranquil
bushland.
You will learn techniques
with as much structure as
you require by a qualified
teacher.
Develop your own style
to enable you to paint
what you love.
This could be the
beginning of your creative
journey!
Contact me to visit my
studio in Somers, or to
see a class in progress.
Monique Morey
0409 836 507
e-mail: moniquemorey@
y7mail.com

Note from the
Proofreader
You may be able to find spelling
mistakes or other errors in this
issue of the Paper Nautilus. This
is because our policy is to try to
please all our readers, including
those who like to find fault.

Janette she wore her knee-length suits
Therese swished in in shiny boots
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An ode to English plurals
This poem is partially quoted in a wonderful book called The
Adventure of English: the biography of a language, by Melvyn Bragg
(Hodder & Stoughton, 2003). When Rod Nuske read us the
poem (which he found on the internet) at our pre-production
meeting for this issue of Nautilus, I immediately recognised it
from the book I’m currently reading and loving. Melvyn Bragg
refers to it as “a scroll of doggerel in many school classrooms
today”.
We’ll begin with a box, and the plural is boxes,
But the plural of ox becomes oxen, not oxes.
One fowl is a goose, but two are called geese,
Yet the plural of moose should never be meese.
You may find a lone mouse or a nest full of mice,
Yet the plural of house is houses, not hice.
If the plural of man is always called men,
Why shouldn’t the plural of pan be called pen?
If I speak of my foot and show you my feet,
And I give you a boot, would a pair be called beet?
If one is a tooth and a whole set are teeth,
Why shouldn’t the plural of booth be called beeth?
Then one may be that, and three would be those,
Yet hat in the plural would never be hose,
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And the plural of cat is cats, not cose.
We speak of a brother and also of brethren,
But though we say mother, we never say methren.
Then the masculine pronouns are he, his and him,
But imagine the feminine: she, shis and shim!
It appears several times on the net, but it’s hard to be sure
who wrote it.
However, anyone who is interested in the English language
and how it came to be so amazingly varied would do well to read
The Adventure of English as Melvyn Bragg takes the reader from
“a few tribal and local Germanic dialects spoken by 150,000
people” to “the English language spoken and understood by
about one and a half billion people” today. “English, like a living
organism, was seeded in [England] a little over 1500 years ago
. . . From the beginning it was exposed to rivalries, dangers and
threats: there was an escape from extinction, the survival of an
attempt at suffocation; there were and there are casualties.
“. . . but also there were and are treasures: literature, unified
governance, and today the possibility of a world conversation,
in English.” We learn about how the language has taken in
words from multiple sources (e.g. German, French, African
and Australian Aboriginal languages), which explains its many
apparent anomalies and paradoxes in spelling and pronunciation.
The book certainly reads like an adventure and is fascinating
and witty. It is quite an antidote to pedantry and I strongly
recommend it to lovers of language.
Louise Craig

Antidotes to
toxic habits
Our habits create our reality. Each
of us is a unique combination of our
habits. We create our self-image by our
emotional habits, our thinking habits, our
perceptual habits, our attentional habits,
our attitudinal habits and our behavioural
habits. We are indeed creatures of habit.
Our developed habits lead us to
success, fulfillment and happiness. If
we are not experiencing these qualities,
we need to develop new habits that work
better for us. We can never get rid of old
habits that have become toxic to us. We
can only replace them with new habits
that we use more often than the old ones.
Some habits are toxic (poisonous) to
success and happiness. Some serve as
antidotes to those poisons. Here are some
habits poisonous to our achievement
of success in any endeavour. Each is
followed by its respective antidote.
Toxic Habit 1: Consider all positive
things that happen are due to ‘luck’,
while all negative things are your own
fault. Believe yourself always to be a
victim of luck (good or bad) and you
remain helpless and dependent – like a
baby. If you blame yourself for bad luck,
at least give yourself credit for good luck.
Better yet, develop the antidote
to ‘luck’, which is: Realise that ‘luck’
is really that point in time when your
preparation intersects with opportunity.
Opportunities are present by the
hundreds – daily. They go unaddressed
when we either don’t recognise them,
or are unprepared to take advantage of
them. Ability-development by practice
and preparation are the antidotes to
‘luck’.
Toxic Habit 2: Believe your feelings,
thoughts, needs and ideas are stupid or
worthless. Never express them. Keeping
your mouth shut about these human
qualities guarantees their uselessness.
They become valuable and useful only
when shared. No one can read your mind

and heart. Only you can express them.
Antidote: Develop the habit of selfassertion and self-expression. Your
emotions and ideas are the healthiest
media for relating to others. They contain
all ingredients necessary for healthful
relationships to develop. Our successes
and happiness are always intricately
interwoven within the relationships we
have with others. Alone, we are rarely if
ever successful or happy.
Toxic Habit 3: Delegate all unpleasant
activity to others. Never clean up your
own messes. If you never engage in
those activities you find unpleasant, you
cripple your ability to cope with difficult
tasks. Strength is only created through
practice of the difficult. Weakness grows
with non-use. Habits, like muscles, are
strengthened by overcoming resistance.
The antidote for habitually depending
on others to do the things you don’t
like is: practice self-discipline. Engage
in what you know you need to do,
whether you feel like it or not. The only
way to develop autonomy is to practice
autonomous skills. Clean up your own
messes. Learn from your own mistakes.
Practice, practice and practice those skills
you want to create within yourself.
Toxic Habit 4: Think you are not as
good, valuable, lovable or deserving as
everyone else. This thinking habit will
prove to be devastating to your life. This
thinking habit is the most toxic.
The antidote for toxic habit 4 is
to re-develop the thinking habit that
you are valuable and loveable – skilled
and talented. As newborns, we were
intrinsically precious and loveable. That

quality never dies. It is only diminished
when we conclude we are incompetent
and therefore not okay. If you are human,
you have skills and abilities that no other
human being has. You are unique and
therefore precious and loveable. Realise
that everyone else is equally so. When
we view ourselves and others to be, at
worst simply okay, and at best, extremely
precious, we begin to develop habits
of feeling, thought and belief, which
serve us much better than any others
in creating success and happiness in our
lives.
I encourage you to discover and
acknowledge any toxic habits you have,
learn of their antidotes, and begin
practicing the development of alternative
habits which create the quality of life you
desire. You have the ability to replace any
toxic habits with healthy ones.
Lloyd J. Thomas, Ph.D.
(licensed psychologist, author,
speaker and life coach)

Abroad thoughts,
from home
Oh to be in Hrvatska
Land of the revered Saint Blaise
Where we spent our sun-kissed days
By azure seas replete with ships
And waving palms
Outstretched for tips.
Barry Butcher
(with apologies to Robert Browning,
reflecting on holiday in Croatia)
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My trip to Ireland
In June this year I was offered a
wonderful opportunity to go back
to my home country. I have lived in
Australia for many years and feel
very Australian but it’s amazing how
different juices seem to run through
your body when from the plane
approaching Dublin you see the 40
shades of green right there in tiny
fields similar to the ones you grew up
around many years ago. A tear does
come to the eye.
I had a friend with me on this trip.
Mylee had never left Australia and
had a great desire to see Ireland. We
arrived in Dublin in the mid afternoon
and travelled across the city to catch
a train to Castlerea. As we were very
early for the train we went to the
nearby pub to have an evening meal.
The pub had the wonderful name The
Galway Hooker, which I must explain
refers to a small boat that for many
years sailed around Galway Bay.
On our way to Dublin we had
stopped in Abu Dhabi and purchased
a bottle of Oyster Bay wine. My
sister who met us had brought wine
glasses so we could have a drink on
the beautiful space-age-looking Irish
train.
We settled for the first carriage
behind the driver for a two-and-ahalf-hour trip to County Roscommon.
As we boarded we were joined by a
group of Irish Hurling fans who had
attended their county’s match early in
the afternoon. Their team had lost. We
invited them to sit with us and shared
our wine with them. When they found
out we had just arrived from Australia
they broke into song to welcome us
home and sang to us the whole way.
There was a mixture of old and young,
Mums and Dads. Our carriage filled
up as people from other parts of the
train joined in. No tourist department
could have given my friend Mylee a
better welcome. What an introduction
to Irish hospitality! How would it have
been had their team won? Even the
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5000-year-old passage tombs at Knowth near Newgrange in County Meath, Ireland.
driver commented on the great singsong!
One of the highlights of our trip
was a tour of Connemara. This is a
wild and rugged place with narrow,
winding roads that have a surprise
for you at every bend. It’s very rocky
country with little vegetation. There
are lots of lakes and waterfalls. One
of the most endearing pictures on the
mountainside is the black-faced sheep.
They have long wiry coats, black faces
and black legs and feet. They have
right-of-way on the narrow roads.
Some thatched cottages still exist
which bring you back to an Ireland of
long ago.
Part of Connemara is called The
Burren – a very ancient limestone
outcrop. The Burren has an eerie yet
fascinating lunar landscape. It appears
bleak yet it is far from barren. Scoured
of all trees and shrubs and with no
trace of a river apart from a small
stream the Burren nurtures the most
amazing selection of flowers and
plants from Arctic regions and from
climates further south than Ireland.
The Burren has been inhabited for
more than 4000 years. It contains the
famous Portal Dolmen, a burial tomb
which dates back to between 2500 BC

and 2000 BC.
During our Connemara stay we
crossed by ferry to one of the Aran
Islands. Inishmor is the largest of
the three islands and it too is a very
wild place. Most of the people on the
island are craftspeople and any gift
you buy there is certainly locally made
and of the highest quality. The people
on the island speak Gaelic among
themselves. It was quite embarrassing
for me to realise I had forgotten most
of the language I once knew so well.
The next stage of our trip was a
visit to Kilkenny Castle which was
owned by the Butler family since the
early 14th century. One reason for
choosing to go there was the fact that
a lady who attends our parish church
in Hastings is the great-great-granddaughter of the last of the Butlers
who donated the castle to the Irish
government. Maintaining it was an
enormous burden on the family and
they did not want to see it become a
ruin. The government has restored it
beautifully and it is now open to the
public. It’s a massive castle.
From Kilkenny we travelled
to Glendalough in the Wicklow
mountains. A very sacred place – a
monastery founded by St Kevin in

Seventh-century round tower at the monastic
city ruin in Glendalough, Ireland.
the seventh century. It is of course a
ruin but in fact it was really a monastic
city with lots of little chapels and
hermitages. There is an amazing aura
around the place – you experience
something of the sacred there. I never
visit Ireland without paying a visit to
Glendalough. It seems to revive my
spirit and gives me a sense of great
inner peace.
Our next trip was to Newgrange or
as it’s called in Ireland Bru na Boinne
or the palace of the Boyne. It is where
the River Boyne meanders into a
dramatic bend and the landscape is
dominated by spectacular 5000-yearold passage tombs of Newgrange,
Knowth and Dowth. In the 1960s,
archaeologists revealed the mysteries
of these Stone Age monuments. They
found new tombs, rediscovered art
and sacred objects long hidden from
view. The most astonishing of the
5000-year-old secrets was revealed. At
sunrise on the winter solstice the sun
shines 17 feet into the largest tomb.
People come from far and wide to
experience the event. In fact names
are picked by lottery as only a small
number can fit into the passageway.

It was very moving to be there even
without seeing the spectacular sunrise
event.
We also travelled to Poole in
Dorset, England to visit other
members of my family and during
our stay there visited Stonehenge and
Salisbury Cathedral – truly wonderful
places. We also had the opportunity to
attend a festival of dance in Winborne
and for the first time saw the Morris
dancers perform – a very lively and
unusual dance.
We paid a few visits to my home
town Athlone, in central Ireland. I
also paid my respects to the departed
members of my family. Walking around
the cemetery I became so aware that I
knew every family listed there while I
did not recognise anybody in the town
and the shops. I’m definitely from a
past era!
Mylee and I thoroughly enjoyed
our ‘pilgrimage’ around Ireland.
Anne Doran

Singing on the bus
My daughter and I were sitting on a bus
in San Francisco. Not on one of the
tourist routes but travelling through
the Haight district from Golden Gate
Park back to the city. An ordinary bus
route with ordinary everyday people –
mostly.
A young man boarded the bus,
strong, assertive and talking loudly to
a companion who wasn’t there. The
seating plan of this bus was reminiscent
of Melbourne trams of the 1960s. The
compartment we were in had bench
seats running along the sides of the bus
with plenty of standing room through
the centre. We looked across to the
people on the other side.
The young man sat down close to
us, next to a feisty young woman of
generous proportions. He now turned
his attention to loudly and abusively
complaining that her arse was too big
and didn’t leave enough room for him

on the seat. The young woman became
angry and yelled abuse back at him
before standing, knocking on the driver’s
window demanding that he stop the
bus, which he did between stops and
she ran off.
There was a young woman of Asian
appearance among the passengers sitting
opposite and the young man once again
began to converse loudly with his absent
companion. His speech became louder
and more aggressive and his comments
openly racist and unpleasant, directed
increasingly towards the young woman.
I wondered why she didn’t get off at the
next stop but suspected she felt some
safety in having others around her.
Other passengers on the bus were
starting to show their discomfort but
none was prepared to risk the assault
being directed at them by intervening.
Sitting across from us, next to the
target of this verbal attack was a woman
with a very young girl. The mother
turned to her daughter and whispered
quietly to her: “What do we do when
we’re scared?” “We sing,” was the reply
and the little girl started to sing with
complete lack of self-consciousness,
‘If you’re happy and you know it clap
your hands’.
For those who do not know this
childhood song it can go on ad infinitum
with different actions. As the singing
progressed the tense atmosphere
slowly relaxed, the young man’s attitude
softened and the angry monologue
gradually slowed to a stop. It wasn’t
long before all on board had relaxed,
making eye contact and smiling and the
woman at whom this aggression had
been directed quietly left the bus.
As we got off the bus and stepped
out into the city twilight we talked about
what we’d seen: different responses
to an uncomfortable and threatening
situation, aggression and combat, silence
and passivity, happy and positive. There
was a lesson to be learnt from this simple
act of a small child singing in changing
the demeanour of an unsettled, mentally
disturbed young man, defusing a tense
and potentially explosive situation.
Bronwen Gibbs
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Somers Foreshore
Committee of Management
As a group of volunteers managing
a large part of the Somers Foreshore
Reserve, we at times struggle to get
information out into the community.
Now we can boast a dedicated web
page: www.somersforeshore.com.au.
Some further tweaking of the initial
set-up will be needed, with further
additions (such as Management Plan and
comprehensive maps) and links to be
added when available, along with regular
updates. Please have a look at the site
and forward any comments/ideas to:
Somers.Foreshore.CoM@gmail.com.

SFCoM Updates – Projects:
Extensive weed eradication in the two
Caring for our Country grant areas
and Bush Guardians sites are making
great inroads with the restoration
work. Follow-up treatment and hand
weeding in better quality vegetation
areas continues to improve the balance
in favour of our indigenous species.
Removal of smothering creepers
and blackberry thickets reveal more
indigenous treasures, with Native Violets
and Maidenhair ferns recent finds
beside the east–west bush track. The
next month will see more preparation
work before follow-up spring plantings.
Further community working bees will
be advertised soon, so we encourage
you to come along, learn about these
restoration projects and help out if
you’re able to.
Recent works by arborist Dave
Cuming in the lower car park environs
saw the removal of another Pine
and a Mahogany gum (a risk due to
storm damage and insect infestation).
Unfortunately, assessment of several
mature Banksias in an area to the east
of the boat-storage yard determined the
need for their removal due to proximity
to the tracks which posed a risk to the
public. The years of drought and surging
seas have increased the decline of

Banksias in this zone. For safety reasons,
the picnic tables in this area will be
repositioned further west, following site
preparations. Supplementary planting
of indigenous species in the restoration
area west of the boat-storage yard will
compensate for these removals.
Our narrow coast is, and will
continue to be, placed under increasing
pressure in a time of climate change,
particularly as more people move to and
visit our popular coastal areas. Careful
planning and co-operation between
the respective managers and the whole
community will ensure preservation of
this precious coastal asset for current
and future generations.

European wasps
“Huston we have a problem,” a
European wasp problem! The changing
weather patterns have increased the
numbers of these pesky aggressive
interlopers, with several reports of local
residents falling victim to wasp attack
when on the foreshore – one resulting in
a severe life-threatening allergic reaction.
Unfortunately, the approaching warmer
weather may increase the likelihood of
these painful incidents.

Community support needed
The main method of controlling
European wasps is for the community to
be vigilant and report known nest sites,
which can then be destroyed. But, unless
the nest is identified, with a specific location,
no action can be taken. The simplest way
to confirm the presence of a nest is to see a
stream of wasps flying in and around a site.
European wasp nests may only be visible
as a small entrance hole and they are
normally built either underground, in
rockeries, rubbish heaps or at the base
of trees and shrubs. Nests can also be
found in the sheltered areas of buildings
including in the roofs, walls and under
the eaves of houses. The nests are usually

light grey in colour and made from chewed
wood fibre and can sometimes be football
size or larger. European wasps can be
very aggressive if you venture close to
their nest and each wasp is capable of
inflicting multiple painful stings. Wasps
can travel over half a kilometre from
their nests, in any direction, seeking out
food – they are attracted to sweet foods
and meat particularly.
So to avoid wasps coming onto
your property, keep compost heaps and
rubbish bins covered at all times; remove
old or damaged fruit from trees in your
garden; cover birdbaths and fish ponds;
and take care when eating outdoors and
drinking from soft-drink cans particularly.
Report any confirmed nest sites/areas
on public land or Foreshore Reserve to
the MPSC 1300 850 600 or to SFCoM
respectively.
Pam Bannister

New sculpture on
the foreshore
The Foreshore Committee was
delighted recently to install on the
foreshore a new contemporary
sculpture created by local resident
artist Andrew Wilson.
The acquisition was made possible
by using the generous donations of the
Esso and BHP Billiton Joint Ventures
Contribution Program and a number
of local residents.
The work is entitled The Dancer’s
Offering and was inspired after a visit
by Andrew to Bali and Lombok. Made
from a piece of Cypress Pine we hope
she enjoys her new view across to
Flinders and Phillip Island.
Ross Millen
The rung of a ladder was never
meant to rest upon, but only to
hold a man’s foot long enough
to enable him to put the other
somewhat higher.
Aldus Huxley
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Replacing with
REPLAS

• It doesn’t absorb water
• Has high corrosion- and fatigue-

resistant properties

• Lifespan

You may have noticed that a number
of the old broken bench seats on the
Somers Foreshore have recently been
replaced.
When deciding on the replacements
the Foreshore Committee, with a view
to environmental issues, has chosen a
new recycled plastic product known
as REPLAS which is made from 97%
recycled plastic waste which would
otherwise go to landfill.
The other key advantages of REPLAS
are:

exceeds those
conventional materials

of

• It never needs painting because

the colour is built in

• Graffiti wipes clean off with

conventional cleaning fluids

• It lasts many times longer than

wood (much of which contains
arsenic)

• There is no cracking or splitting

and minimal UV weathering

• It is not susceptible to white ants,

Therefore the environment wins in
three ways. First waste is recycled
and diverted from landfills. Secondly
materials that contain arsenic and
other chemicals which may leach into
the environment are not used. Thirdly
the increased lifespan of the material
means less replacement costs and less
long-term use of resources.
So next time you take a seat on
the Foreshore think of REPLAS
and where you might be able to use
it yourself rather than treated timber
products.
Ross Millen
Secretary, SFCoM

insects, salt, water or barnacles!

SRA membership
grows
The Somers Residents Association
(SRA) has increased membership in the
past year to 650, a 13% increase on the
previous year. We credit this increase to
the advocacy we have pursued on behalf
of not just our strong membership base
but of the wider Somers community.
Our Electricity Initiative has
benefited hundreds of both members
and other residents who have realised a
significant discount on their electricity
accounts at a time when we are facing
ever-increasing costs for energy. We
are in discussions with the Shire about
possible extension of the scheme
to include adjacent communities, to
provide even more leverage when we
go to the market again next year.
We have received complaints from
both members and residents about
the patchy coverage in Somers of the
ADSL2+ broadband service. We are
keen to investigate whether it is possible
to obtain a better deal for Somers
residents and have access to a universal
high-speed and affordable broadband
coverage for every member of our village
community who wishes to use it. If you
have encountered difficulties, or have
complaints on this issue, please visit our
website and provide us with details.
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We are also continuing to promote
the Shared Pathway System about which
we surveyed the Somers community
early in 2009. We have been advised that
there is provisional funding included
in the Mornington Peninsula Shire
Council budget for 2013–14 for 50%
of the cost of this project. We have
made application for the remaining
funding from the State Government
in that same budgetary year and are
encouraged by the initial response we
have received. There are many planning
and approval steps to be completed
before this project could commence
and we are communicating with all the
stakeholders, including the Somers
Foreshore Committee of Management.
The first priority is to secure funding
commitments. If successful we will
then begin the painstaking process
of securing support from everyone in
the community to have a detailed plan
adopted to allow construction to start.
Please consider joining the SRA
and avail yourself of the significant
savings available on our Bulk Electricity
Initiative. Please also visit our website
at www.somers.org.au for further
information.

Boule at Garden Square

No, not a finger-pointing exercise, but merely a group of Somers boule players pointing out
that their boule is definitely closer to the ‘jack’ than their opponents’.
This monthly get-together at Garden Square obviously brings a great deal of enjoyment to
the participants. Well gone are the days when Garden Square resounded to the whack of the
tennis ball and the cry ‘That was out!’ There was no finger-pointing then, just a mumbled
under-the-breath ‘Oh no it wasn’t!’

On Alzheimer’s
Remember me when I am dead
the me that lived inside my head
the me that loved you all with pride
the me that was before I died.
Forget the me that I became
the worm that ate inside my brain
that took the me that was, away
and put the stranger in my place.
I lost the biggest fight for life
though I still live on in a shell.
What do I think of, what do I know?
How can you know when even I can’t
tell.
Eileen Ansell (nee Thompson)
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Victoria’s navy in
the 1800s
The fear that Victoria with all its gold
could be invaded by the Russians was
accentuated by the visit of the Russian
ship Sventania in 1862 and the Boatyr the
following year. Also in 1865 the American
Confederate commerce raider Shanandoah
just happened to call by seeking a facility
to enable repairs to be done. This was
allowed at the dry dock in Williamstown
despite the fact that three years previously
there were fears we may be at war with
the USA soon. What our government
wasn’t aware of was that recruits were
being sought for the ship and 42 locals
had slipped aboard and secretly sailed
away on the Shanandoah when she left
our shores. (A canon from this ship is
on Churchill Island.)

Following these disturbing visits the
Victorian colonial government ordered
a training vessel from England. The
Admiralty in its wisdom decided to
lend the colonials the HMS Nelson. This
illustrious vessel had been launched in
1814 and at the time was in a class of
warships that were the largest built after
the battle of Trafalgar. A three-decker of
2617 tons with a gun-deck length of 205
ft (63 metres) it was huge. When the Royal
Navy was converting to steam, the Nelson
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in 1860 was lengthened, a deck removed
and steam propulsion equipment fitted.
In this guise it arrived in Port Phillip in
1869 to be first used as a reformatory
vessel before being used as a training ship.
Not content with this, the Victorians
then ordered an iron-clad monitor from
England.
In the 1800s Victoria boasted the
largest naval fleet of all the Australian
colonies. The HMCS Victoria arrived
from England in1856 and took part
in the Maori wars, delivered the first
trout eggs to Tasmania and performed
numerous other non-life-threatening
tasks. According to records it also assisted
in the search for Burke and Wills! (I’m
not sure how this may have happened,
but the thought of it being transported
by bullock team to Coopers Creek or
Lake Eyre did somewhat stretch the
imagination until I was informed that
the Victoria transported a search party
to the top end of Australia.)
Monitors are designed to work only
in protected waters and this was the case
when a sister ship to the monitor Cerberus
sank in the English Channel during trials.
The Cerberus set sail for Australia in 1870
but the first crew deserted in Portsmouth
and the second crew deserted in Malta.
(Incidentally it was the first steamship to
use the new Suez Canal.)
Its first trials in Port Phillip were in
1871 and its popularity with Melburnians
caused churches to ask the government
to close it to visitors on Sundays as it was
affecting church attendances. It had not
fired a shot in anger until 1878 when a
small trading vessel tried to sneak up the
bay to avoid paying customs duty.
HMVS Cerberus was lying at anchor in
Hobson’s Bay with her guns pointing out
to sea; or so the crew thought! The tide
had turned so Cerberus was now pointing
inland. Upon seeing the unidentified
vessel, they fired and their projectile blew
the roof off a chemist shop in St Kilda!
Realising their mistake they trained the
guns out to sea and succeeded now in
hitting the Gellibrand Lighthouse – talk
about McHale’s Navy!
A more tragic incident occurred in

1882 during a demonstration for the
benefit of residents of Queenscliff by
the explosion of a number of mines (then
referred to as torpedoes). They were
connected by wire to the Cerberus allowing
detonation from a safe distance. Having
successfully fired a number the crew laid
out a larger version. As the boat crew
proceeded to row back to their ship an
oar or the rudder fouled the wire and the
mine exploded killing five crew members.
The citizens onshore were impressed with
the display, little realising the horror of
what had occurred.
The Russians did appear in 1882 but
all was harmony as there was a series
of boat races held between the two
navies. The victors were our local crews
who were quite proud of the fact as the
Russians had won races in Sydney. What
was not known at the time was that the
Russian government had in 1878 drawn
up plans to invade Melbourne!
Harmony or not, the visit by the
Russian squadron may have been the
catalyst for the purchase soon after of
three torpedo-boats and two gun-boats.
During a sham fight at the heads in 1887,
the captain of Cerberus managed to run
the ship aground. In1900 when the Naval
Reserves went off to the Boxer Rebellion,
they took several Nordenfeldt machineguns from the ship. She remained in
service until 1924 and two years later was
sold to a salvage company which scuttled
her as a breakwater off Black Rock.
To return to HMVS Nelson and the
1870s: the Victorian government decided
to make use of this ship also as a means
of defence and took off another deck
and replaced the muzzle-loading guns
with modern breech-loading weapons.
The financial crisis of the 1880s forced
the government to put HMVS Nelson
up for auction and she was sold for
£2,400. Sadly she ended her life being
partially used to build another smaller
ship with the remains used as a coal
lighter and eventually rotting away up a
river in Tasmania. Finally for the Colony
of Victoria another torpedo-boat was
purchased in1892.
Rod Nuske
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1. A painting of the launch of the three-decker HMS Nelson in
1814. The occasion was watched by such dignitaries as the Emperor
of Russia and the King of Prussia.
2. HMS Nelson in its three-deck sail-driven glory.
3. HMVS Nelson in its final guise with a single deck and modern
guns replacing the old muzzle-loaders.
4. Looking every inch (or should that be centimetre?) a warship able
to take on the Russian squadron, the HMVS Cerberus gives the
appearance of a formidable warship. The bow of one of Victoria’s
torpedo boats is also visible in the foreground.
5. Commander Prideaux and his 13-metre model of HMVS
Nelson which was on display at HMAS Cerberus in the 1930s.
His father was a crew member of the Nelson when it sailed (and
steamed) to Australia in 1868.
6. HMVS Nelson in its new form as a steam-driven two-decker
warship, although only used as a training vessel in Victoria.

6.
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Bending wood at Creswick

Somers Brigade has gas!

Somers Fire Brigade recently took
delivery of its new LPG gas support
van (above). This vehicle was purchased
from Brigade funds generated by Brigade
members undertaking many hours of
community-based work, primarily
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parking cars at local events. The fit-out
of the van was supported by the current
Appeal for Funds. Somers Brigade is
an LPG specialist Brigade – this means
that as well as the usual structural and
bushfire response, members are called

On a recent trip away Balnarring
Probus Club members visited a woodbending factory in Creswick, run by
Don O’Connor. A shearer by trade,
he ably demonstrated the machinery
manufactured in Denmark and brought
to Melbourne in 1850.
The equipment uses steam to soften
the wood which is then attached to
wheels of various diameters and left
clamped there until set in its new
configuration. The machines were
once part of a thriving timber-bending
workshop in Melbourne but have been
in and out of action since the end of
the First World War when the pneumatic
tyre took over from the wooden spoked
wheel.
As can be seen in the photograph
Don is someone full of character and
he kept his audience intrigued with the
art of steam-bending which had until

to incidents involving LPG installations
from Pearcedale to Portsea – the whole
of the Mornington Peninsula. These
incidents include vehicles involved in
collisions, over-filling at service stations
and the occasional leaking domestic
BBQ cylinder.
Somers Tanker 2, which previously
carried the gas gear, will now become
a small town tanker, exclusively for the
Somers area. It is planned that it will carry
salvage gear (tarps, buckets, squeegees)
as well as a Positive Pressure Ventilation
Fan (for clearing smoke from buildings).
Some of the funds currently being raised
will go towards that equipment.
Members of the community are most
welcome to drop in to the Station at any
time – Sunday mornings are best as there
is always someone there at that time.
Also, CFA will be promoting a ‘CFA
Sunday’ on 20 November when CFA
Brigades across the State will be open
for community visits.
The Brigade always needs new active
fire fighters. Consider volunteering – it’s a
most rewarding community involvement!
Bruce McCallum, Captain

recently been used in furniture and
architecture.
Initially Don trained as an Agricultural
Scientist before becoming a shearer at
26 and continued this backbreaking
work until he was 40. In 1986 he started
manufacturing tepees. He came across
the machinery in Echuca in 2000 and
as the owners were struggling to find
enough work to keep it operational, he
leased and finally purchased the rather
large and cumbersome equipment
and installed it at Creswick where he
illustrates to visiting groups the whys
and wherefores of this dying trade. Don
is about to close the factory but will
remove the equipment to his farm at
Daylesford where he will show it upon
request. To fill in time he also conducts
seminars on the use of straw bales in
house construction.
Rod Nuske

Arts for everyone at
Somers Arts Fair
Sunday 23 October
The 9th Annual Somers Arts Fair will
be held on Sunday 23 October from
10 am until 4 pm at Somers Primary
School. One of the most celebrated
days on the Somers calendar, this
much-loved event attracts a huge
range of artists – in fact last year over
350 works were exhibited including
paintings, photography, printmaking,
hand-blown glass, jewellery and
sculpture. In addition to the exhibition,
a large number of artworks are
donated for auction; a colourful and
exciting highlight of the day!
A day for art lovers big and small,
this year’s event promises activities and
entertainment for the whole family.
A range of Creative Workshops is
on offer including Cartooning with
the effervescent Geoff Hook, Pastel
Drawing with local artist Monique
Morey, an Introduction to Karate

with Sensei Peter Smedley and Hip
Hop Dancing with Kaela Nicholls.
Workshops will be tailored to age groups
and bookings are strongly encouraged.
Totem poles have become a major
part of the Arts Fair and are symbolic
of the school’s connection to the local
community. Over the years a strong
tradition of local artists working with
Somers Primary School students has
developed. These unique collaborations
have resulted in striking artworks,
a selection of which are auctioned
alongside totem poles donated by
significant local artists; in years past
these have included Christabel Wigley,
Michael Leeworthy and the late David
Larwill.
Market stalls will pop up across the
school grounds along with a range of
offerings for hungry tummies. Local
talent will be on show as performers
take to the stage; soloists, choirs and
bands will get bodies moving and local
wines and beers are available to those
who wish to sit and enjoy the ambience.
Kids of all ages are encouraged to
join games on the oval, visit the native
animal display, transform into a princess
or wizard at the face-painting stall, or
participate at one of the class-run
stalls and activities. Sensational Somers
showbags will once again be on sale!
The Somers Arts Fair is the major
fundraising event for Somers Primary
School. Your support of this unique
event enables our small and very
special school to continue to provide
our kids with wonderful educational
opportunities. Funds from previous
years have contributed to, and developed
many programs including Art, ICT and
support for students requiring extra
help and extension. The funds the Art
Fair provides are a vital supplement to
government funding.
Yet again the Arts Fair is receiving
fabulous support from many local
businesses including Gold sponsors
Bendigo Bank, Removals by the Bay
and The Coast Real Estate, and Silver
sponsors Balnarring Motors, Rod
Hannah and Associates, Ciao Bella

Pizzeria and Wine Bar, Southern
Stoneworks, Vision Gardens and a grant
from the Mornington Peninsula Shire.
We look forward to seeing you all at
this year’s Arts Fair!
More information can be found at
the Somers Primary School web site:
www.somersps.vic.edu.au.
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The
Deadline was coming up fast for
this article. To share an insight of Somers may add to

the wider understanding. It’s a chance to have a go at
scribbling, may lead to fame, immortality, even more
wealth, and gain respect among peers. But then, with
topics like which bike to ride on the beach, and how
many coffees it takes to fix a gizmo, maybe not. There
was nothing to say in spite of the deadline, and my boat
was leaving. A mate was sailing his to Hamilton Island.
Some issue brought forward my leg from Mooloolaba in
a few weeks, to, from Martha Cove tomorrow. This day’s
lunch time visit to the Store found a cheerful gang there
celebrating M’s birthday.
We left at 9 from Martha Cove in the grey winter chill
on a grey sea with happy fat dolphins leaping at our bow.
A day and night later to round ‘the Prom’ wrapped in fog
and rain and more grey. At least now we are heading north.
Another day and night we pull into Eden for a delicious
shower and refuel.
We plough on in fair winds and smooth seas with no
warnings apart form the usual qualifier that reality could
be 40% different to the forecast. Approaching Jervis Bay’s
Point Perpendicular we had dinner in the dark in 37 knots
of following south-west breeze and commented how calm
the boat was in such a wind. We planned our move for
shortening sail in readiness for the evening’s watches. As our
carefully planned actions get actioned, a 48-knot squall hit,
so this plan of mice and men turns to poop. An interesting
20 minutes sees the main all wrapped up and tidy.
With the boat ok on auto pilot in large seas uncomfortable
from the storm that’s built, we decide on one-up watches,
two hours on, two off, with the man spare if needed who’ll
take over in daylight.
I have another turn at the 2 am watch. We share
a hot cuppa something at the changeover, and get told
how it is ‘black as’ out there. Sitting on top of the stairs’
companionway under cover of the canvas dodger keeps out
the worst of the wind and rain. Taking the position with
the hatch slid against my chest keeps the rain off my lap.
Wait for eyes to adjust. After a few minutes they don’t, it
is as black as the inside of an Angus bull’s guts. There is
nothing at all to be seen outside the glow from our mast
head and a few instruments. It is like being jumbled around
with eyes closed.
Then a great flash, and another, reveal snapshots of
whirling seas. Above, lightning is being swapped amongst
the clouds. The thunder is rarely heard above the motor’s
rumble and the sea’s crashing roar. Cringing away from the
stainless steel stairs’ frame is a feeble attempt at preservation
in case of a lightning bolt. So much metal around, and 50
feet of it goes straight up in the mast.
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This is pretty scary. If I had religion I’d be doing whatever.
Instead faith is in this little cork bouncing on the waves, and
nature’s clouds’ contentment at keeping the lightning up
there. Every minute or so another flash. Love this dodger,
the Yanmar engine, the boat’s integrity, those who worked
on her, my kids, my mum, my friends, my great life. ‘If this
is it, I’ve had a wild ride’ is a thought, to which the self
quickly responds ‘No way not yet, I’ve got too much left
to do!’ At that point I know we’ll make it thru. After 20
minutes the great spectacle moves on, and that to which
only I bore witness.
3

The mind is full of random at this awesome passing.
The Store’s birthday gang came to mind. Introduced to
one unfamiliar I shared with her the eminence of the one
she sat beside, L – great cook, author, mother of two fine
children with happy grandchildren. Now I thought of
others at that table, neighbours, friends known for a few
to forty years, M,J,J,J,H,D,B,E,L whose collective story is
of high achievement and contribution to this place. Now
if I hadn’t run out of space, their stories would be worthy
for the deadline.
Tedd Warden – aboard in the Whitsundays enjoying
warm fair winds and smooth seas.

